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ABSTRACT
 
The Space Shuttle Orbiter has the geometrical configuration of
 
an aircraft and nonconducting outer skin that is expected to generate
 
considerable transient charging and local potential differences due
 
to the ambient ionospheric plasma. Emission of high-current electron
 
beams has been proposed for the AMPS Spacelab payload that would induce
 
large potentials and return currents to the Orbiter skin. Quantitative 
estimates are presented for the magnitude and transient behavior for
 
both the passive and active conditions.
 
A comprehensive model of the Orbiter environment has been defined
 
that includes the ambient ionospheric medium at a nominal altitude of
 
400 km and the neutral gas cloud expelled by the vehicle. The outer
 
skin of the vehicle is covered with -1300 m2 of thermal insulation which
 
has the dielectric quality of air and -60 m2 of metal surfaces on rocket
 
motors and exposed instrumentation on the Spacelab pallet. Local
 
equilibrium potentials for passive conditions have been calculated for
 
various ion, electron, and photon shadow zones. These potentials vary
 
from -3.3 volts where only electrons and insulator leakage current are
 
present to +3.9 volts where only ion ram currentois collected.
 
Potential differences of only a few volts between adjacent insulation
 
tiles or at sharp corners can produce local electric fields of
 
10 kV/m or more.
 
The theory for induced charging of spacecraft due to operation of
 
electron guns has only been developed for spherical metal vehicles
 
and constant emission currents; which are not directly applicable to
 
to the Orbiter situation. Fieldralignedcollection of electron return 
current from the ambient ionosphere provides up to -150 ma on the 
conducting surfaces and -2.4 amps on the dielectric thermal insulation. 
Local ionization of the neutral atmosphere by energetic electron 
bombardment or electrical breakdown provides somewhat more return current. 
Differential charging between the dielectric insulator skin and the 
internal conductors causes high potentials and electric fields across 
the insulation. Estimates of the transient behavior and potential 
magnitude are obtained by solving electric circuit analogies. For gun 
currents of 10 amps, the conductor potential appears to be in the range 
103 - 105 volts depending on the induced external jonization of the 
vehicle atmosphere. A more thorough analysis of the plasma sheath dynamics 
during electron gun pulses is needed to refine this extimate of the 
Orbiter potential. 
Active methods for increasing the collection of electron return
 
current include tethered balloons to enhance the conductor collection
 
area, electron beam ionization of special neutral gas clouds, and
 
simultaneous operation of the VLF antenna to enhance the electron.sheath.
 
The feasibility of these techniques is presently under study by other
 
contractors.
 
Electrical charging of spacecraft in the ionosphere and magnetosphere is a
 
consequence of different fluxes of thermal electrons and ions striking the
 
surface of the vehicle. Normally a very small equilibrium potential is
 
established over the skin of the vehicle which does not affect the operation
 
of sensors and electronic instrumentation. However, the Space Shuttle Orbiter
 
has unusual characteristics that are expected to cause considerable transient
 
charging, larger than normal electrical potentials, and significant local­
ized electric fields that may have serious consequences for operation of
 
sensitive instruments. Furthermore, the AMPS Spacelab payload presents
 
additional requirements that may generate extreme potentials unless remedial
 
steps are taken to counteract the flow of electrical charge.
 
The Orbiter may acquire appreciable charge differentials and local electric
 
fields due to its large airplane shape and its nonconducting outer skin.
 
As the vehicle assumes different attitudes in the course of its mission,
 
various outer surfaces will be shadowed from particle and/or photon bom­
bardment. Owing to alignment of charged-particle trajectories along the
 
geomagnetic field and the relatively large difference in electron and ion
 
speeds, there are many more regions of the spacecraft surface that are
 
accessible to electrons than to ions. Inaddition, the photoemission of
 
electrons from the surface by solar ultraviolet will depend on spacecraft
 
attitude. Thus, the local current flow to the skin of the vehicle will
 
vary widely from point to point. The dielectric skin of the vehicle prevents
 
rapid flow of surface current to neutralize the'differential charging and as
 
a consequence potential differences and attendant electric fields may be
 
anticipated. During normal passive operations of the vehicle, potential
 
differences of several volts are expected between adjacent areas of the vehicle
 
where the surface contour changes abruptly (edges of wings, payload bay
 
door edges, and around corners).
 
Operation of active experiments is expected to include,ejection of large
 
amounts of electrical charge in the form of electron beams that must be
 
compensated by a return current to the vehicle. Relatively slow collection
 
of return electron current from the ambient ionosphere prevents rapid charge
 
neutralization of the electron-beam charge. Proposed gun currents of,
 
say, 1 ampere for 100 milliseconds are predicted to cause transient excursions
 
of the vehicle potential may exceed many thousands of volts unless appro­
priate compensating return current is available.
 
Since operation of an electron gun at keV energies from the AMPS Spacelab
 
is a vital part of the overall mission objective, it is imperative to find
 
some method for holding the transient potentials in check. Among the possi­
bilities are a conducting balloon tethered to the vehicle that can collect
 
return electron current at a rate equal to the gun current. Another possi­
bility is beam ionization of a neutral gas cloud that would provide many free
 
electrons for return current collection. A third alternative is to operate
 
the long VLF antenna simultaneously to form a large electron sheath from which
 
to draw return current. Inthe evaluation of these prospective methods, the
 
time lag between the injected current and the return current collection
 
is a vital consideration because it will determine the magnitude of the
 
potential transient.
 
The published literature on ambient charging of spacecraft in the ionosphere
 
and magnetosphere is quite thorough for vehicles with conducting outer skin.
 
Only a few papers have treated the problem of large electron current ejection
 
from spacecraft, and their applicability to a realistic pulsed mode of opera­
tion is open to question. The Shuttle Orbiter presents additional complica­
tions due to its nonconducting outer skin which can only be discharged by
 
the ambient plasma medium. For example, an electron gun pulse will drive
 
the skin potential positive until enough return current is collected to
 
neutralize the overall potential of the vehicle, but by that time the skin
 
will have built up a negative charge which must be neutralized by ion bom­
bardment, photoemission, and conduction leakage to the interior structure.
 
This complicated problem has not been studied heretofore.
 
The purpose of the present investigation is to delineate the physics of
 
Shuttle Orbiter charging and discharging during operation of the electron
 
gun. The level-of-effort supported by this contract to date has not
 
permitted detailed modeling of the vehicle potential. However, most impor­
tant aspects of the problem have been surveyed, and specific avenues for
 
more thorough investigation have been identified.
 
A. Ambient Spacecraft Environment
 
The Shuttle Orbiter that carries the AMPS Spacelab is scheduled to pperate
 
at a nominal altitude of approximately 400 km (250 miles). A model of the
 
ionospheric environment has been defined for this nominal Orbiter altitude
 
in order to provide a consistent basis for comparison of spacecraft charging
 
and discharging calculations. Key model parameters for the charged con­
stituents, the neutral constituents, and the resulting plasma properties
 
are pesented in the accompanying tables. The numerical values were selected
 
by the author as representative of typical ambient conditions that will be
 
encountered by the spacelab missions. They represent a composite of.esti­
mates found in several aeronomy reference books (Johnson, 1965; Hanson, 1965;
 
Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969; Kasha, 1969; Whitten and Poppoff, 1971; and
 
Banks and Kockarts, 1973).
 
The charged constituents at F-region altitudes consist principally of oxygen
 
ions and electrons and their properties are summarized inTable 1. Large
 
variations in both density and temperature for these constituents are attributed
 
to source and transport mechanisms that vary diurnally as well as with
 
season and solar cycle. An important consequence of the constituent tempera­
tures is the fact that the spacecraft speed is considerably greater than
 
the mean thermal speed of the ions but significantly less than the mean
 
thermal speed of electrons. This has important consequences for current
 
collection by particle flux at the vehicle skin. The mean velocity compo­
nents perpendicular and parallel to the local geomagnetic field were calcu­
lated for an isotropic (Maxwellian) distribution. Collisional scattering
 
of the particles is due principally to long range coulomb forces by the
 
atomic oxygen ions; neutral gas scattering and charge exchange is negligible
 
at these altitudes. The relatively broad range of values for the mean free
 
pith is attributable to both density and particle speed variations. A nomi­
nal gyroradius was calculated for a geomagnetic field of 0.4 Gauss which
 
represents a mean value for the early low-inclination orbits. Since the
 
TABLE 1. Nominal Ionospheric Environment--Charged Conctituents
 
Shuttle Orbit: Zs = 400 km, V = 7,7 km/sec, Ts = 5250 sec = 88 min
 
OXYGEN ION 0+ (90%) 

3
m
N, = 2 x I0 

- 12
(Day: 2 x 1011 I0 m-3; 

Ti = 1000 'K (0.09ev) ' 

(700 - 1500-K) 

Vi = 1.2 km/sec (0.15 VS) 

Vi.L = 0.98 km/sec; V 

Veil= 0.69 km/sec 

coll - 0 + + 

- +

= 0.2 sec (0 , N) 

AiM fP = 6 km 

(2 - 20 km) 

riB (0.G) 4.2 m 

15 2 -1
NiV s = 1.5 x 10 m sec
 
M = 2.67 x 10-27 kgm 

flight: 

ELECTRON e- (100%)
 
Ne = 2 x 10II
 
0
7 x 0I1 - 5 x 	1011 m 3)
 
Te 2500 OK (0.22 ev)
 
(1500 - 3500 0K)
 
V = 300 km/sec (39 VS) 
Ve = 244 km/sec; V 
Vefn = 173 km/sec 
coll I + + 
Ve =300 sec (0, N) 
m fp= 
xe 1.0 km
 
(0.3 - 2 km) 
reB 	(O.4G) 0.033-m
 
16 m2 sec -1
NeVe =3.5 x 10­
m = 9.1 x 10-31 kgm
 
ions are effectively stationary with respect to the spacecraft and the space­
craft is effectively stationary with respect to the electron motion, the
 
particle currents describe the ion flux in the ram.direction and the electron
 
'flux on a surface normal to the local geomagnetic field.
 
At the Shuttle Orbiter altitude the primary neutral constituent in the iono­
sphere is atomic oxygen, which has properties shown in Table 2. Again a wide
 
range of gas characteristics are encountered due to diurnal, seasonal, and
 
solar effects. Most atomic oxygen parameters are comparable with those for
 
ionic oxygen except that the neutral density is three orders of magnitude
 
greater. Around the Shuttle Orbiter, outgassing of skin materials signifi­
cantly enhances the background neutral gas density; estimates of its magni­
tude are presented in the next section.
 
The plasma.properties displayed in Table 3 also vary over a range of values,
 
as they are derived from parameter values for the neutral and charged con­
stituents. Evidently the electron cyclotron frequency is nearly always less
 
than the plasma frequency. The Debye length of the plasma is only about 1
 
centimeter which represents a scale length for shielding of externally
 
applied potentials in the steady-state situation. For a spacecraft that cuts
 
across geomagnetic field lines and is subject to transient potential excur­
sions, the Debye length does not adequately describe the scale of nonneutrality,
 
but is retained as a convenient distance parameter. In a plasma medium which
 
is subject to a static magnetic field, current flow due to an electric field
 
is anisotropic and conductivity of the medium is described by a tensor.
 
When the elctric field is parallel to the magnetic field, magnetic effects on
 
the conductivity may be ignored (a0 ). When the electric field is orthogonal
 
to the static magnetic field,- the current flow is sharply reduced by many
 
orders of magnitude. The Pedersen conductivity (a,) is in the direction of
 
the orthogonal electric field, and the Hall conductivity (G2) is in a direc­
tion perpendicular to both the applied electric field and the static magnetic
 
field. This conduction anistropy severely limits the collection of return
 
current on the-spacecra7t, since the current flop is restricted to field
 
aligned directions unless very large electric fields are generated.
 
TABLE 2. Nominal Ionospheric Environment--Neutral Constituents
 
Shuttle Orbit: Zs =400 km, Vs 7.7 km/sec, Ts 5250 sec =88 min 
OXYGEN ATOM 0 (90%) 
Mn = 16 amu 
(14 - 20) 
2 x 1014 m
- 3 
=Nn 
-
-
7 x 1014 m 3)(1013 
T = 1000 0K 
(700 - 1500 0K) 
Vn = 1.2 km/sec 
Vn coil = 0.12 sec -1 
AnmfP 10 km 
(3 - 200 km) 
TABLE 3. Nominal Ionospheric Environment--Plasma Properties 
Shuttle Orbit: Zs = 400 km. Vs = 7.7 km/sec, Ts = 5250 sec 88 min 
fB (0.4G) =1100 kHz 
(800 - 1800 kHz) 
fp = 4000 kHz 
(1500 - 10000 kHz) 
=
xDebye 0.008 m
 
(0.004 - 0.012 m)
 
(NeAD3 = 105)
 
a0 = 20mhos/m (riB, ,,E) 
(5 - 30 mhos/m) 
= 2 x 0 mhos/m (±B, irE) 
-8
(10 - 10-6 mhos/m) 
-G2 	 = 6 x I0 0 mh6s/m (±B,± E) 
(10-11 - 10-8 mhos/m) 
Itmust be emphasized that the tabular entries are representative of a
 
nominal ionospheric environment and do not always describe the medium
 
adjacent to the spacecraft skin. For example, as indicated above, outgas­
sing of the skin may alter the neutral gas cloud around the vehicle appre­
ciably, particularly following shutdown of the main rocket engines after
 
orbit insertion or during attitude maneuvers when control thrusters are
 
fired. Another significant source of local gas is periodic evaporation of
 
water vapor from the fuel cells. Electrical circuitry inthe Shuttle
 
Orbiter isexpected to produce a rather strong electromagnetic noise com­
ponent that will affect the ambient magnetic field direction near the
 
vehicle, and may affect the equilibrium configuration of electric fields on
 
the skin. Large electric fields on the outer skin during electron-gun
 
operation are expected to ionize the neutral gas and modify the plasma
 
density and collision frequencies adjacent to the vehicle. Thus, the tensor
 
conductivity of the plasma medium around the vehicle isexpected to be
 
somewhat higher than the ambient model environment. Some of these effects
 
will be considered in following sections.
 
B. Surface Properties of Orbiter/AMPS Spacelab
 
The outer surface of the Shuttle Orbiter and the AMPS Spacelab is almost
 
entirely nonconducting electrically. This is a consequence of the require­
ment for a good thermal insulator on the outer surface to accommodate re­
entry heating. Low thermal conductivity and high electrical conductivity
 
are incompatible qualities of the surface materials that are currently
 
planned for the Orbiter skin. The nonconducting outer skin poses some unusual
 
electrical problems for the operation of certain AMPS Spacelab experiments.
 
In this subsection the properties of the outer skin materials that affect
 
spacecraft charging are summarized.
 
Less than 5% of the outer surface of the Shuttle Orbiter/AMPS Spacelab con­
sists of good metallic conducter. More than 90% of the surface consists of
 
good thermal insulating material that has extremely high electrical resis­
tivity (1017 x the resistance of a good metal conducter). The dielectric
 
constant of these thermal insulators is comparable to that of air; con-­
sequently, they are capable of withstanding potentials of several thousand
 
volts between the outer skin and the internal metallic structure of the
 
vehicle. Such potentials are not expected across the insulation material,
 
although significant voltage drops (100's volts) are anticipated during
 
operation of the electron gun in the AMPS Spacelab payload. Differential
 
charging of local regions on the skin produces local electric fields parallel
 
to the skin that can be appreciable (1000's volts/m), however, and coronal
 
arcing at surface boundary gaps is conceivable.
 
The exterior surface of the Shuttle Orbiter consists of various types of
 
reusable thermal insulation materials (insulation data provided by Mr. John
 
Lobb, NASA/JSC, Houston, in private communications) as shown in Figure 1.
 
The' top surfaces (wings, bay doors) are largely coated nomex felt (FRSI)
 
illustrated in Figure 2. The low-temperature insulation (LRSI) is located
 
on upper surfaces that may encounter some heating during reentry (upper
 
fuselage and vertical stabilizer); its internal structure and bonding are
 
illustrated in Figure 3. The e~tire underside (fuselage and wings) is
 
covered with high-temperature insulation (HRSI) which is relatively thick
 
(up to 10 cm) to protect the internal structure from reentry heat; its
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construction is displayed in Figure 4. For particularly high temperature
 
areas (nose and wing leading edges) reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) is used.
 
The "soft" insulation materials (FRSI, LRSI, and HRSI) are made of silicone
 
impregnated with resin to provide water proofing. Thenomex (FRSI) is used
 
alone and as backing for the other insulation tiles. The entire layer of
 
insulation materials is bonded with RTV 560 and overcoated with a thin
 
layer of borosilicate. Individual 15 cm square tiles (LRSI and HRSI)
 
are spaced about 0.2 mm apart to allow for thermal expansion during reentry.
 
All of the insulation materials (except RCC) are effusive sources of
 
neutral gas when subjected to the rigors of the space environment.
 
There are some metallic exterior surfaces that provide "shorted" electrical
 
contact between the interior metal structure of the Orbiter and the external
 
plasma. The location of these good conductors is illustrated in Figure 5.
 
The primary area is provided by the metal rocket motor nozzles. Other
 
substantial surface areas are provided by the antenna boom, pallet instru­
ments, and the manipulator arm. Since the pallet is graphite epoxy which
 
is a poor conductor, there is some question about the electrical contact
 
between these latter instrument related conductors and the Orbiter super­
structure. In view of the high electrical power planned for some experiments,
 
it is imperative that these structures be properly grounded. For purposes
 
of the present analysis, all of the external metal surfaces are assumed to
 
be in direct contact with each other and the internal superstructure.
 
The electrical properties of the primary external surfaces of the Orbiter/
 
AMPS-Spacelab are tabulated inTable 4. The foregoing thermal materials
 
are excellent electrical insulators, with a dielectric permittivity
 
of air. The exterior metal surfaces are, of course, excellent
 
conductors. Of special interest for scientific researchers is the lack of
 
an effective external ground plane; the Spacelab pallet and control room
 
have graphite epoxy exterior surfaces which are not conductors. Overall,
 
the metal surfaces amount to about 60 m2 whereas nonconductor surfaces
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TABLE 4. Orbiter/AMPS-Spacelab Outer Skin Materials
 
Electrical Dielectric 
Location Material 
Area 2 Thickness 
Meters Meters 
Conductivity 
mhos/m 
Constant 
K 
Topside (low temp.) FRSI 300 0.011 10-10 4 Iu 
Topside (high temp.) LRSI 280 0.010 - l09-10 -10 VI 
0.030 
Underside (reentry HRSI 475 0,024- 10-9-10 "10  ul 
shield) 0.107 
Nose and Wing Edge RCC 37.5 0.006 10-6 
Rocket Exhaust Nozzles Inconel 718 "30 -- 6 x 106 --
Interior Bay Door Teflon 4100 -- 10- 0 ul 
Radiators 
Spacelab Pallet Graphite Epoxy U90 -- I0-I0 I 
Spacelab Control Room Graphite Epoxy %25 -- 100 vI 
Spacelab Pallet Aluminum 410 -- 3 x 107 --
Instruments 
Antenna Boom Beryllium Copper 15 -- 1 x 107 --
Manipulator Arm Aluminum 5 -- 3 x 
-­
The thermal insulation does conduct a small amount of electric current
 
through its fibrous interior as well as over its surface. For some external
 
conditions or modes of experimental operation, this conduction from the
 
internal structure is vital to establish equilibrium. Under most situations,
 
however, the thermal blanket acts as a dielectric capacitor which efficiently
 
stores charge on its external surfaces. The capacitance and resistance of the
 
blanket per unit area are K 0/Ah and Ah/a, respectively, where K is the
 
relative dielectric constant, e 0 is the permittivity of free space
 
(8.85 ppf/m), a is the electrical conductivity, and Ah is the blanket
 
thickness. The e-folding time constant for discharging such an electrical
 
circuit is
 
rRC K o/O
 
According to Table 4, this discharge constant is 0.01 - 0.1 sec for the
 
thermal blanket. The total area of the thermal blanket gives an overall
 
capacitance of 0.5 uf and an overall resistance of 2 x lO
4 to 2 x lO5
 
ohms using an average blanket thickness of 2.5 cm.
 
There is considerable neutral gas released by the Shuttle Orbiter that may
 
contaminate its natural environment. Passive releases from the outer skin
 
materials, cabin atmosphere leakage, and active exhausting from vernier
 
rockets and fuel-cells provide localized enhancements of the neutral gas
 
around the vehicle. A comprehensive study of contamination control has
 
recently been completed for NASA (Rantanen and Ress, 1975). Results obtained
 
here are based on the conclusions in this report.
 
Characteristics of the five major sources of gas contamination are presented
 
in Table 5 (from Rantanen and Ress, 1975, Table I, p. 50). Outgassing is
 
the steady release of heavy molecules from the nonmetallic skin materials
 
exposed to the vacuum environment of space. Offgassing is the prompt release
 
of adsorbed volatile species primarily from the nonmetallic materials. There
 
are two flash evaporator vents near the rear of the fuselage that periodically
 
expel large amounts of water vapor from the fuel cells. Cabin atmosphere
 
TABLE 5. Major Sources of Neutral Gas Emissions fro;y the Shuttle Orbiter 
(after Rantanen and Ress, 1975)
 
Major Duration/ 	 Plume Shape Size
 
Sources Frequency Flowrate Constiuen uni Veloci Parameter
 
0
gassing Continuous 5.u flHydrocarbor /r 	 Molecular A1g6(T-100);29 chain fragnents cosa /rO 12.91 e A100
 
x 10-£ g/ /sec RTV's,etc. 	 M=00
 
Conuto s I3.87e-0 14 t + -

Continuous I3 7 .. 4 Water 2 Molecular Avg.
 
-
Offgassing for first 100 3 0, '055t] light gases cos 0/r 30.4T r/sec
hours on- e(T-100)/29 x Volatilrs 	 1
10-9	 =18
orbt x 	 M 
og/cm2/sec
 
Cos6.l / 2
 coi6-(1.01 . o 	 Molecular 
Evaporator (2) As Reqd. 13.6 kg/hr total Water 5.0(36.8 1012 m/sec
 
N2
e077-p0-lecula 	 M= A8 
..... 
2[,6.0, e,14,g
 
Cabii Atmosphe re
 
0 /r 2Leatage Continuous 3.18 kg/day N2 cos 2220 J m/sec Molecular Avg. 
co 2 M=29 
1120 
1120 	 ^,8.65 
RS Verizer 	 40.8 g/min N (Cos _ -:50 o'I 
sec--Y-POP CO2 -e .0467(0-400 ) 3505 m/sec Molecular
 attitude at T 72 [40 <K14o]200 km 	 e2 -4.6140O<l180] 
2
 
A.rbenc -10 to 30 min Varies with above Any of the coo 0/r 2 from Varies with all 
Reflection ma orbit Sources & orbital above sour:cs collision points above sources above sources
 
attitude Hex = 7.65 km/seca 
PIue reflections off of st-uctural surfaces 9 (e.g. wings, ecperiment bay doors) are equivalent to a source equal 
=to the plr,Lei-'pin ;fent rate w-Lh a cos 0/r- disrbutior ad a velocity of 30.44FTm/sec from the surface where T 
surface Lemop. 
t RCS pluT4 reflections off of structural surfaces are assumed to have a rate equal to the plune impingement rate with 
a cos 0/r distribution and a velocity equal co 129 whero T = 
surface temperature.
 
• 	 Dimensions are included implicitly. Flowrate has t in hours and T in degrees centigrade; Velocity has T in degrees Kelvin?
 
and Plume Shape Function uses r incentimeters.
 
leaks from various seals around doors, windows, and other ports. Finally,
 
there are six 25 lb (nominal) thrust vernier control rocket engines that
 
are used for vehicle attitude control. Curiously, outgassing of the main
 
rocket engine following orbit insertion is not treated in the study although
 
it may be a significant source during the early hours of the mission.
 
The shape of the gas cloud and its local density distribution can be estimated
 
for the data in Table 5. (Expressions in this table must be evaluated
 
cautiously; for the flowrate, t is in hours and T is in degrees centigrade,
 
whereas for the velocity, T is in degrees Kelvin and M is the molecular
 
mass number.) The plume shape function (cosn /r2 with r in centimeters)
 
is legitimate only for point sources. For distributed sources like
 
outgassing and offgassing, this form applies to locally uniform areas as
 
a whole, and adjacent to these surfaces the density is locally uniform.
 
Angular dependence is important at discontinuous boundaries. The evaporators,
 
cabin leakage, and vernier engines are essentially point sources so that
 
their exhausts obey their plume shape functions adjacent to the vehicle.
 
Another important consideration in determining the plume density distribution
 
is the mean free path of the gas molecules. For the parameter ranges of
 
interest, the molecular mean free path is inversely proportional to the total
 
gas density. A relatively short mean free path would significantly alter
 
the plume shape by diffusion.
 
The foregoing considerations are incorporated into the gas density estimates
 
presented in Table 6. For numerical estimates the skin temperature is
 
assumed to be 80'C on sunlit surfaces (from 20C on FRSI to IO00C on HRSI
 
and metal) and -120°C on nonsunlit surfaces (from -100 to -130°C). Since
 
the neutral gas does not slow down appreciably as it leaves the vehicle,
 
the density is given by flowrate/velocity. The gas cloud moves with the
 
vehicle as well, since collisions with the ambient ionosphere are relatively
 
rare compared to intra cloud mol'ecular collisions. For outgassing and off­
gassing estimates, the vehicle is equivalent to a sphere of radius a = lOm;
 
(surface area 1300m 2) and the density falls off as a2/r 2 at large distances.
 
Angular dependence (cos 0) is important when combining distributions from sunlit
 
and nonsunlit surfaces. For the point sources, the radial falloff scales
 
TABLE 6. Plume Gas Densities (molecules/ 
3
 
Source Time in Orbit 	 Remarks
 
8 hrs 24 hrs 72 hrs
 
Outgassing 6 x 1013 6 x 1013  6 x 1013 These densities are approximately
 
(sunlit 800C) uniform above uniformly illuminated
 
1 x l0 0 1 x 10 x 100 surfaces. Radially they scale as
Outgassing 
 (10 meters) 2 /r2(m) in the range
(nonsunlit - 1200C) 

10 m to 10 km. At thermal and
 
Offgassing 9 x 1014 3 x 1014 1.7 x 10 geometric discontinuities the
 
(sunlit 800C) different source regions-have cos e
 
1.4 x 1012 4 x l0l 2.6 x I010 angular dependence.
Offgassing 

(nonsunlit -1200C)
 
Radial Distance on Axis (e = 00) 
1 cm 10 cm 	 1 m 10 m
 
Evaporations 1.3 x 1.3 x 1.3 x 1.3 x 1018 	 Angular variation cos 68;
1024 	 102x 
 102 1Continuous 	 up to 5 hours
 
Cabin Leakage 1.8 x 1022 1.8 x 1020 1.8 x 1018 18 x io16  	Angular variation cos 8;
Continuous
 
Vernier Engines 2,2 x 1024 2.2 x 1022 2.2 x 1020 2,2 x 1018 	 Peal density in 40 msec pulse.
 
Average M -18
 
as r-2 where r is in centimeters. Beyond distances of the order of the
 
ambient mean free path (10 km), the plume is dispersed and falls behind as
 
part of the vehicle wake.
 
Comparison of the ambient oxygen density from Table 2 with the outgassing and
 
offgassing densities in Table 6 shows that the Shuttle Orbiter is generating
 
its own atmosphere. The local density on the sunlit side of the vehicle is
 
of the same order as the ambient oxygen ( 101/m). The nonsunlit side is
 
virtually filled in by sunlit emissions with coso angular degradation. The
 
low values on the nonsunlit side are only appropriate near the vehicle
 
(well inside 10 m),
 
The evaporators, cabin leakage and vernier engines produce narrow rayed
 
plumes that are several orders of magnitude denser than ambient. More
 
importantly, the mean free path is extremely short (0.1 mm at 1022/m 3 to
 
lm at 18/m3) so that the molecules in these plumes undergo many collisions.
 
Presumably this collisional dispersion is taken into account in the empirical
 
angular factors (although cose for cabin leakage is purely geometrical).
 
In general, these exhaust plumes move radially away from the vehicle and
 
do not contribute appreciably to the total density adjacent to the skin.
 
One notable exception that will be useful later to neutralize the electron
 
charge is the evaporator plume location. Several -vent locations are under
 
consideration, but the most likely position is about 1 m above the trail'ing
 
edge of'each wing. The plume axes are presumably aligned parallel with the
 
trailing edge of the wing. Thus, very high gas densities (104 - 106 times 
ambient) are available adjacent to the vehicle skin at a sharp discontinuity
 
during operation of the gun. Some vernier engine exhaust plumes also strike
 
surfaces of the vehicle, but these attitude controls would presumably be
 
shut down during electron gun operations.
 
C. Ambient Spacecraft Potentials
 
Any material surface that is in contact with a plasma of ions and electrons 
will attain an equilibrium electrical potential that is slightly different 
than the plasma potential. The potential difference is due to the random 
thermal motion of the ambient ions and electrons which produces a larger 
flux of electrons than ions impinging on the surface. In general these 
potentials are very small since the thermal energy density is low (0.1 ­
10 electron volts), but it can be much larger at geosychronous altitude. 
At the Shuttle orbit the ionospheric plasma has a modest thermal energy 
according to Table 1, and potential differences of only a few volts on 
the skin of the vehicle are anticipated due to the ambient medium. 
Calculation of spacecraft potentials has been treated extensively in the
 
open literature, and steady-state solutions for passive vehicles with
 
conducting outer skins are summarized in two review books (Al'pert, Gurevich,
 
and Pitaevskii, 1965; and Kasha, 1969). The results that have been reported
 
are restricted to relatively simple geometries, usually a spherical satellite,
 
so that &ome caution is advised in their application to the Shuttle
 
Orbiter charging problem.
 
To illustrate the collection of particle current on the vehicle skin,
 
consider electrons impinging on an electrically neutral plane surface of
 
width W and length L. Since electrons are sharply confined to gyration
 
about field lines (reB3 cm), their principal microscopic motron is
 
parallel to B with a mean velocity component Vel. To simplify geometry,
 
Vel is assumed to be normal to the plane surface which is moving at
 
satellite speed Vs in the plane of the surface. In a time interval At,
 
the electron current Ie hitting the top of the surface comes from the 
volume (VsAt W) VelI6t, where 6t'= L/Vs is the maximum available travel 
time for the electron to reach the plane surface before the trailing edge 
of the surface has passed by the field line. The height of the ambient 
collection volume above the surface is,therefore, H = Vel 6t = 20L. The 
total charge collected in At from a plasma with.uniform density N is
 
e
 
N
 
IeAt = -e 2 (VsAtW) Ve 6tP
 
where half the electrons are assumed to be moving away. The current
 
density is, therefore,
 
J /WL= - eNe V% eNe Ve 
From Table 1, its value is 2.4 milliamps/m2 at Orbiter altitudes. This is
 
the maximum electron current available from the ambient medium since any
 
applied potentials are shielded within a distance H.
 
The theory for a spherical satellite with a conducting skin is well estab­
lished and confirmed experimentally. To determine the surface equipotential
 
0, the electron current is equated to the ion ram current. Ifthe electron
 
speed distribution is Maxwellian at temperature Te the electron current
, 

from both directions along the magnetic field onto the circular cross
 
section (rr ) is given by
 
I -2(Trr) ( eNeVe) exp (eO/kTe).
 
The ion ram current swept up by the vehicle is
 
Ii 5
2
) e 
= (nr Ni V
 
In the steady state, net charge flow to the satellite must vanish, and,
 
therefore,
 
kTe
 
- e ln (Ve/2Vs)
 
At 400 km, 0 = -0.66 volts according to Table 1. A more thorough analysis 
including ion thermal motion, wake effects, and photoemission at 400 km 
alters this result only slightly to 0 = -0.63 volts. 
The foregoing results are not directly applicable to conditions on the
 
Orbiter for several reasons. Since most of the outer surface is a dielectric,
 
it is not an equipotential, and local charging must be computed from expressions
 
for the local current. The Orbiter's complicated shape and variety of
 
attitudes prevents simple solutions as well. However, in the steady state,
 
some useful conclusions can be drawn about local ambient potentials.
 
The following quantitative values are only rough estimates since crude
 
approximations are used.
 
As an initial basis for estimating the ambient potential at various locations
 
around the Orbiter, the simple Maxwellian theory (Beard and Johnson, 1961)
 
is used. This theory ignores the microscopic effect of the geomagnetic
 
field; collections of local particle current is equally probable in all
 
directions. This is reasonably justified because the skin potential is shielded
 
in just a few Debye lengths which is comparable to an electron gyroradius,
 
and local distortion of the particle orbit near the skin does not alter
 
current collection appreciably. Blocking of particle current by the vehicle
 
structure is important, and magnetic shielding affects current collection
 
normal to the field beyond distances of the order of a few gyroradii.
 
The theory for particle flux in a Maxwellian plasma at local electrical
 
potential 0 leads to the following expressions for the current density
 
toward the surface due to electrons (Appendix A):
 
Je = e/a = Jeo exp (e0/kTe), 0 < O 
= Jeo (1+ eO/kTe), 0 > 0; 
and due to ions:
 
eo < MVs2;
Jivs = li/a_Lvs= Jis (1 - eO/ MVs2) Ram, 
e0 + MVs 2 j.= Ii/= Jio exp (- kTi - MVs2 < e0< 
kTi
 
2
e0 < --MV s .ji (1+ le T-i V5
 
The constants are defined by
 
3eo -- eN.V - 2.4 x'10 amps/m,
 
=
Jis e N Vs = + 2.6 x 10-4 amps/m 2,
 
Jio = eN.Vi = 1.0 x 10-6 amps/m 2, 
=
where the particle charge e is always positive and N. = Ni Ne is the 
2e
ambient plasma density. The ion ram energy, MV , is 3.9 eV. 
Another source of current toward the vehicle is photoemission of electrons by
 
solar ultraviolet, which for most all spacecraft materials is about
 
(Kasha, 1969)
 
= 1.0 x 10-5 amps/m 2 ph /ph/asun 

Its magnitude may fluctuate by a factor of 3, but the foregoing value is
 
assumed to be representative to the same accuracy as the particle flux
 
estimates.
 
Thermionic emission of electrons proves to be a negligible source of
 
current for neutralizing the vehicle charge. The theory for metals (Sproull,
 
1956; Smith, 1958) gives the Richardson - Dushman equation for the current,
 
it = ATs 2 exp (-eow/kTs), 
16 2 2 
where A 10 amp/m 2 deg , Ts is the temperature of the surface, and e w 
is the characteristic work function. For the borosilicate coating on the
 
insulating material and for most metals 0w is about 4 volts. Assuming the
 
surface is shaded, Ts is probably - 175 0K and kTs/e - 0.015 volts. The 
available current is,therefore,
 
ln jt (amps/m2) -243i 
which is clearly miniscule. The magnitude of the current varies rapidly
 
with surface temperature but its effect may be ignored here.]
 
Finally, leakage current through the thermal insulation to the inner metal
 
liner over the superstructure is an important outer skin discharging process
 
under some circumstances. For a potential 0 D on the outer skin and 0 C on
 
the inner superstructure, the positive current toward the skin is
 
)/Ah
 =
J1 Yi (0 C ­
where a, is the electrical conductivity of the thermal insulation and Ah
 
-
is the insulator thickness. According to Table 2, ui5 x 1010 mhos/m
 
and from Figures 3-5, the thickness varies from 1 to 10 cm. Thus the
 
current is approximately
 
j, (amps/m) 2 x 10-8 [0 C (v6lts)- 0 D (volts)]
 
with a variation amounting to a factor of three.
 
Some representative examples of ambient skin potentials on the Orbiter may
 
be calculated from the foregoing expressions.
 
Case A. Leading edges are ram dominated by ion current Jivs and neutralized
 
by 1e which gives an equilibrium potential T = -.6 volt.
 
Case B. When large areas are shielded from both sunlight and ram ions (e.g.,
 
bottomside in ram direction), only electron current reaches the surface
 
from the plasma. The negative potential builds steadily due to electron
 
current from the high-energy Maxwell'ian tail until equilibrium is established
 
with the insulator leakage current. If it is assumed that the inner structure
 
is at a potential of -0.6 volts due to metal contact with the plasma somewhere
 
else on'the vehicle, the local outer skin potential comes to equilibrium
 
at Os = -3.3 volts.
 
Case C. Sunlit surfaces that are not accessible to ram ions come to equi­
-1.2 volts.
librium with thermal electrons at -s= 

Case D. Many non-ram surfaces are accessible to the ion ram current because 
they are within range of the ion gyroradius. The intensity of the ion current 
depends on geometry but is expected to diminish linearly with distance 
from JiVs to ji. In general, much faster electrons have access to any 
surface that can be reached by ions. Thus, for non-sunlit surfaces 0s 
varies from v -0.6 volt to ,,-3.9 volts. However, insulation leakage 
current limits the lower potential to -3.3 volts according to Case B. 
Case E. Due to unusual surface geometry or spacecraft attitude, a few 
small areas may be accessible to ram ions due to'their large gyroradi.i, 
but inaccessible to electrons due to their small gyroradii. Typical 
areas are the exterior surface of the bay door that is shielded from 
below by the wing, the underside of the tunnel to the spacelab, and 
possibly under pallet packages. Thus, a net positive charge will build 
up until steady equilibrium is established. In this case the leakage 
current through the insulation is negligible and equilibrium occurs 
at the ram potential W = MVs2 = +3.9 volts. 
A typical operational configuration for the orbiter is shown in Figure 6a and
 
and b to illustrate these specific cases. The foregoing potentials were
 
calculated for steady-state conditions. Since the current of electrons
 
decreases exponentially as thenegative potential builds up, it takes a
 
finite amount of time to achieve quasi-equilibrium (within 10% of the final
 
value). However, it can be shown (Appendix B) that the transient time to
 
achieve equilibrium is extremely short, on the order of microseconds.
 
According to the theoretical results, the characteristic e-folding time for
 
the rate-of-change of electron current is T = 4,r D / Ve = 3 x 10-7 seconds 
using values from Table 1 and 3. An order of magnitude approximation for the
 
time to achieve equilibrium with the electron current is
 
T = Tles-I/kT
 
For cases A to D, t varies from 1 to 5 psec. Similarly, for equilibrium
 
with the ion ram current t 5 V sec. This rapid potential buildup is
 
largely attributable to thin D~bye shielding of the spacecraft potential
 
which limits the retarding electric field effects to distances of the order
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of a particle gyroradius. The ambient potentials on the skin are simply
 
too small to significantly slow the establishment of equilibrium.
 
However, these ambient skin potentials may be significant sources of local
 
"battery" corrosion on the surface due to its structural qualities. Local
 
electric fields parallel to the skin are normally small over plane areas,
 
but at sharp discontinuities such as leading or trailing edges or corners
 
the fields may be large.
 
The insulation tiles (HRSI and LRSI) are electrically isolated from each
 
other (Figures 3-4) with a separation distance of only 0.014 to 0.027
 
centimeters. A potential difference of one volt across an average spacing
 
of 0.0002 meters gives an electric field of 5000 volts/meter. A potential
 
difference of 7 volts at the edge of the bay door gives fields of 35,000 0
 
3
 
The neutral gas around the vehicle (densities of 2 x 1014 m
volts/meter. 

or more) will break down at the edge of the insulation tiles where the local
 
field is even stronger, and minute coronal discharge is anticipated. Since
 
the potential difference is re-established in microseconds, the discharge S
 
is essentially continuous.
 
Remedial action is advised in the skin structure design to avoid this
 
electrical arcing problem.
 
0
 
0 
D. High Potential Induced by Electron Gun
 
Firing large currents of high-energy electrons away from the AMPS Spacelab
 
produces a net positive charge on the Shuttle orbiter that must be
 
neutralized by return electron current from the plasma surrounding the
 
vehicle. The neutralization process is complicated by several factors
 
which must be considered in its analysis. The large charge involved
 
(on the order of coulombs) may produce large positive vehicle potentials
 
if return currents are inadequate. This potential would result in strong
 
electric fields around the vehicle that can ionize the neutral gas
 
emanating from the vehicle as well as the ambient ionosphere, which
 
increases the available return current. The rapid motion of the orbiter
 
relative to the ions produces a positve charge in the spacecraft wake
 
that affects return current collection. Finally, the dielectric nature
 
of the thermal insulation means that the neutralization current does
 
not efficiently return to the electrical ground of the electron gun;
 
instead it causes differential charging between insulator outer surfaces
 
and the inner metallic superstructure. Evidently, the temporal behavior
 
of these processes is critical for determination of the magnitude of
 
local charging and electric fields. Clearly, it is important to avoid
 
generating potentials that do not allow the beam to escape or that cause
 
electrical breakdown and significant arcing in the thermal insulation.
 
The theory for satellite potentials induced by large currents of high­
energy electrons has been developed for spherical metal vehicles (Beard
 
and Johnson, 1961; Parker and Murphy, 1967; and Linson, 1969). Unfortu­
nately, the theory does not apply directly to the Shuttle-Orbiter
 
configuration, and the theoretical results are not in close agreement
 
with rocket experiments. Furthermore, they are steady-state solutions
 
that describe continuous electron emission rather than current pulses.
 
Nevertheless, they indicate the magnitude of the problem and their results
 
are summarized here.
 
The theories assume that the background plasma is entirely ionospheric;
 
there is no consideration of satellite sources of gas or additional plasma.
 
Furthermore, the theories ignore additional ionization of the ambient
 
ionosphere caused by the high electric fields radiating from the vehicle.
 
The return current is assumed to be derived from a Maxwellian distribution
 
of electrons. The differences in the three theories are entirely
 
attributable to the way in which the geomagnetic field affects the
 
electron trajectories. Since the electrons move much faster than the
 
vehicle, the spacecraft is assumed to be stationary and wake effects are
 
ignored. Thus, the equipotential conducting sphere is immersed in a
 
uniform homogeneous plasma and the only anisotropy arises from inclusion
 
of the geomagnetic field. Despite these simplifications, the plasma
 
physics is not trivial, the mathematics is extensive, and the results
 
are qualitative order of magnitude estimates.
 
Two important parameters are common to all .of these theories. One is the
 
return electron current
 
I= 2 (zrs2)1J
 
10 = rs 22 e 
where rs is the radius of the sphere. This form assumes that field-aligned
 
electron current is collected from above and below by the circular
 
cross-section. The other parameter is the potential quantity,
 
Oo = 
2e
 
where Q = eB/m is the electron gyeofrequency. This is attributable to the
 
magnetic forces on the electron that affect the return current collection
 
capability.
 
In the initial analysis (Beard and Johnson, 1961), the magnetic forces
 
were ignored. For a steady electron emission current I, the potential of
 
the vehicle 0 is found to,be determined by
 
I/I° = 7 rs4/7 (0I00)6/7
 
Since 0 rises faster than I, there is evidently a saturation limit where
 
0 is sufficient to prevent escape of the electron,beam. A subsequent
 
analysis (Parker and Murphy, 1967) rigorously included the magnetic
 
field effects and obtained the inequality
 
I/1 0 l + (4/o0 )0 
This form gives much larger potentials for a prescribed beam current due
 
to inhibited collection of return'current. Finally, in an effort to
 
bridge the gap between these two theories, a large turbulent region
 
around the vehicle was postulated (Linson, 1969) to increase the collection
 
cross section while retaining the magnetic constraint. This led to the
 
form
 
20/qco
 
/o - ln(20/qco ) -1
 
where qc = (p/W C)2 = N mE0B2 is a plasma density parameter in the
 
turbulent region where N > N
 
These expressions are displayed in Figure 7 to show their relative shape
 
and magnitude for typical parameter values in the ionosphere. The
 
interesting conclusion is that a 1 m sphere that emits 0.5 amp continuously
 
(I/1o = 102) is predicted to have a potential of 104I06 volts depending
 
on the theoretical model. Such 'enormous potentials would inhibit or destroy
 
beams of 10-100 keV electrons. Thus, it is imperative to ascertain the
 
reliability of these predictions.
 
There have been several rocket experiments which fired electron beams,
 
and the data from these experiments may provide some indication of the
 
vehicle potential. However, because the experiments have successfully
 
launched the beams, there has been little investigation or analysis of
 
data pertaining to the ultimate induced potential of the vehicle. The
 
electron echo experiments (Hendrickson et al., 1971; Winckler, 1974,
 
Winckler, et al., 1975) fired beams upward along the field lines and
 
observed the electromagnetic emissions and electrons after they had
 
echoed back from the otherhemisphere. Electron beams from,rockets were
 
also fired into the atmosphere to generate artificial auroras (Hess, et al.,
 
10 =0.005 rs (m)amps 
2
2 = 178 rs(m) volts . 6/7 ,/, 2
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1971). Other rocket experiments involving beam injections into the
 
ionosphere to study excitation processes have also been performed by Air
 
Force Cambridge Research Labs (H.Cohen, private communication).
 
These electron guns had nominal power levels of a few kilowatts and used
 
accelerator voltages of 1-40 kV. Currents of 5-500 ma were fired
 
inshort pulses (10's of milliseconds) at the rate of several times per
 
second. Thus, these experiments are not accurate tests of the foregoing
 
theory, although they do indicate a bound on the voltage excursion.
 
(Evidently, the electron beams were successfully fired away from the rockets,
 
so their potentials must have been limited to something less than a
 
kilovolt.) The return current collection area was just the metal skin
 
of the rocket inmost cases (the auroral rocket partially deployed a
 
large conducting "umbrella" to enhance its return current), which is
 
2

about 10 m . Thus, the ambient return current of electrons isperhaps 
50 mamps maximum. This issufficient to balance the gun current inmost 
cases so that large potentials are not expected. Thus, these experiments 
do not really test the theories properly.
 
There are special circumstances about the rocket environment that may
 
improve its rapid charge neutralization and maintain the low potentials
 
(H.Cohen, private communication). Offgassing of the rocket motor gener­
ates a significant enhancefent (orders of magnitude) in the'neutral gas
 
density around the vehicle. This atmosphere is partially ionized by those
 
ambient electrons accelerating toward the vehicle potential (100 volts, say).
 
-
The ionization cross section for electrons is about 5 x 10 18 cm2 for
 
atmospheric constituents (Brown, 1967, p 141) which necessitates ambient
 
densities of 1021m -3 for mean free paths of 10 m or less. Each ionizing
 
collision requires about 35 eV of primary energy (Chamberlain, 1961, p 283),
 
so that production is limited to at most two or three pairs per primary.
 
This secondary cascade process has not been observed experimentally, but
 
itdoes provide a plausible source of additional electrons.
 
The rocket potential may be measured indirectly by observing changes in
 
the flux of charged particles to the vehicle. Such measurements are
 
available in a few case, but the data has not been used to identify the
 
vehicle potential. Local enhancements in the ambient ionization due to
 
surface electric fields might also'be discernible in measurements of
 
the return current energy distribution. An experimental study is advocated
 
to establish an empirical model for the generation of local enhanced
 
ionization around the Orbiter.
 
The Shuttle Orbiter has its own peculiar characteristics that distinguish
 
it from the foregoing rockets or satellites. First, and foremost is its

enormous size which provides a return current collection area of 1300 m
2
 
on dielectric and 60 m2 on metallic conductor (this metal surface area is
 
almost an order of magnitude more than many rockets). The large dielectric
 
area causes more serious discharging problems since the vehicle is no
 
longer on equipotential as in the all-metal case. Second, the shape of the
 
Orbiter-Spacelab has many sharp corners and edges that produce very high
 
electric fields with only modest potentials. Thus, local ionization enhance­
ments and breakdown arcing are to be anticipated. Thi'rd, the neutral
 
atmosphere around the vehicle is well above ambient as indicated in Table 6.
 
Thus, some cascading of electron return current is anticipated during electron
 
gun firing.
 
When the electron gun is operated the overall potential of the vehicle is driven
 
positive. The thermal electrons in the ionosphere provide a field-aligned
 
return current of up to 2.4 ma/m 2 (Section C). The cross section of surface
 
area available to collect the current varies with vehicle orientation relative
 
to the geomagnetic field. A effective collection area of 1000 m2 is assumed
 
here (500 m2 each, above and below). Thus the ambient return current can
 
balance up to 2=4 amps of gun current. Unfortunately the return charge is
 
mostly collected on the dielectric thermal insulation and does not directly
 
neutralize the gun potential.
 
The electron gun is presumably grounded to the metallic superstructure of the
 
vehicle which has an external surface area of only 60 m2 or so. Thus, with
 
proper orientation to take full advantage of the conductor cross section, the
 
direct return current to the gun amounts to 150 ma. It is reasonable to
 
conclude that this level of gun current can be accommodated without undue
 
charging of the Orbiter dielectric insulation.. For gun currents in excess
 
of 150 ma, the electric potential is expected to increase significantly,
 
large electric fields are generated, and the dielectric is charged up.
 
To illustrate some magnitudes, consider a 10 amp gun current pulse for
 
100 ms which is a coulomb of charge. If the return current is limited
 
to ambient ionopheric background levels, it requires 400 ms for the Orbiter
 
skin to acquire 1 coulomb. Most of the charge is collected on the
 
dielectric insulation and subsequently leaks to the metallic inner
 
structure. The time constant, "RC; for such-current leakage is about
 
50 ms (overall resistance of 105 ohms and capacitance of 0.5 uf). Thus,
 
full discharging requires a significant fraction of a second.
 
An upper limit on the vehicle potential can be estimated approximately using
 
the theory for an isolated sphere. The surface area of the Shuttle Orbiter^
 
is equivalent to a sphere with a 10 m radius. An electrically isolated
 
sphere of this size has a capacitance of 10-9 farads. Thus, when it is
 
charged to 1 coulomb, its relative potential is 109 volts. Fortunately, the 
Orbiter is immersed in a plasma that provides return current and suppresses 
this potential by orders of magnitude. However, even limited surface ­
charging must induce large potentials of the vehicle relative to the ­
plasma.
 
The effect of large vehicle potentials on the surrounding plasma distribution
 
is uncertain. Some general properties can be surmised, however. If the
 
potential exceeds + 4 volts, the ion ram current is stopped. Since electrons
 
are accelerated to the vehicle, there is a net positive charge in the vehicle
 
wake. Its total chargeis probably comparable to the charge in the gun
 
current pulse. Again, consider a 10 amp gun current for 100 ms. In 100 ms the
 
Orbiter has travelled 800 m and its wake diameter is at leastcomparable'to its
 
dimensions, say '50 m. Thus, the volume of the wake charge is at least
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1.5 x 10 m , and the excess charge density is less than 4 x 1012 ions/m3
 
At this level the density is almost comparable to the ambient plasma
 
density (2 x l0ll ions/m 3). Due to coulomb forces and plasma instabilities
 
the charge rapidly dissipates as electron return current enters,the wake.
 
During operation of the electron gun the increase in Orbiter potential is
 
accompanied by large electric fields. These fields are not as sharply
 
discontinuous'as inthe ambient situation (Section C), however, and their
 
local magnitude over the dielectric is difficult to estimate. Over sharply
 
curved regions, however, potentials of 100 volts will generate fields of
 
164 volts/m around 1 cm radii. Protruding metal surfaces are apt to be
 
even more sharply curved. These local areas of high electric fields can
 
a'ccelerate ambient electrons and these electrons cause ionization of the
 
neutral atmosphere. Although the process isinsignificant over much of
 
the vehicle, there are locations where the neutral density ishigh (Table 6)
 
apd appreciable electron-ion pair production is feasible. A notable
 
case isthe fuel cell venting over the trailing edge of the wing. As the
 
vehicle potential increases, ionization off the wing increases and return
 
electron current increases. Presumably at some potential the production
 
and collection of return current just balances the emission current of the
 
gun.
 
The additional atmosphere around the vehicle isalso subject to photoionization
 
by solar ultraviolet. Ion-electron pairs are produced at the rate (Banks
 
and Kockarts, 1973, p. 157) of 10-7 (sec "I) Nn (neutrals/m3). Thus, some
 
local enhancement of the plasma density occurs around the vehicle. However,
 
the kinetic forces and geomagnetic trapping do not allow a significant
 
buildup. The normally negative potential adds to the dissipation of
 
electrons and the ions are lost due to vehicle motion. Consequently this
 
process may be ignored, and the local electron density is not appreciably
 
different from its ambient ionospheric level.
 
A theoretical model for this overall vehicle-plasma interaction during the
 
electron gun operation has not been developed. The spherical metal satellite
 
theories are evidently inadequate, although they suggest rather large potentials
 
are created. Much more research is needed to develop a quantitative
 
model for the plasma distortion around the vehicle. However, some quanti­
tative limits can be deduced from electrical properties of the vehicle skin.
 
Since the charge on the thermal 'Insulator dielectric does not leak to the
 
inner.conductor immediately, negative charge builds up on the dielectric
 
and reduces its potential relative to the conductor.' As the overall vehicle
 
potential returns to the ambient plasma level, the dielectric potential
 
actually goes negative for a short while. During this interval ion-ram current
 
discharges forward areas on the dielectric but not the shielded areas.
 
A qualitative illustration of the potential and charging scenario is
 
displayed in Figure 8. Evidently the vehicle is charge neutral well before
 
the conductor and dielectric are fully discharged by leakage current.
 
The equivalent electrical circuit for this process can be solved explicitly 
to get quantitative estimates for potentials and time constants. Initially 
the return currents to the dielectric ID and the conductor IC are assumed 
constant. This is reasonable for modest potentials that do not ionize or 
otherwise enhance current collection. The gun current IG is also constant 
during the time interval 0 : t tG. The dielectric skin may be approximated 
as a high resistance in parallel with a capacitance. The simple electrical 
circuit and its current flows are shown in Figure 9a. The effective charge 
on the capacitor is Q = QC - QD > 0 where QC is the charge collected by the 
conductor and QD is the charge on the outer skin of the dielectric. The 
potential across the capacitor C = 0.5 uf is 
0 = 0C - OD = Q/C. 
The transient behavior of this circuit is described by Kirchoff's rules for
 
electrical networks. The instantaneous leakage current IL across the
 
resistance R = 105 ohms,'it determined by the voltage drop around the circuit
 
ILR + Q/C = 0
 
The sum of the currents to the conductor is
 
I - IC + I = dQc/dt 
and the corresponding sum to the dielectric is
 
-IL - ID = dQD/dt 
0 
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Together, these equations specify the temporal behavior of Q and 0 across
 
the dielectric.
 
Subtracting the current equations gives
 
+ + 21
dQ = I - I I 
Eliminating IL with the voltage equation leads to the elementary differential
 
equation
 
dQ + 2Q +
 
dt TRC
 
Its solution has the form
 
Q = TRC (ID - IC + IG) [I - exp(-2t/TRC)]
 
for Q > t ; tG and
 
Q = TRC (ID - IC) El - exp l-2(t-tG)/RC} ] 
+ Q(tG) exp E-2(t-tG)/TRC] for t > tG
 
where Q (tG) is the maximum charge difference that occurs at t = tG when 
the gun current terminates. During the time interval 0 < t < tG, the 
charge Q increases since IG > I , and afterward it decreases. 
To test the original assumption that IC and ID are constant, consider 
the illustrative case IG = 10 amps and tG = 100 Ms. If ID = 2.4 amps 
and I = 0.15 amps, the maximum charge is Q(tG) = 0.3 coulombs. This 
gives a potential drop across the insulation of 
qC - OD = Q(tG)/C = 600,000 volts 
This enormous potential would create electric fields of 24 MV/m across
 
the insulation which is around the electrical breakdown field for good
 
insulators. Thus, the original 'ssumption of moderate potentials is not
 
valid, and return current is-not constant.
 
Since the conductor is at the higher potential, it is expected to collect 
more current as 0 increases. Thus, as an initial estimate, assume IC is 
proportional to 0 or 
Ic 0IR 
where R' is a fictitious plasma resistance that simulates the effect of 
local ionization and enhanced return current. Its value is unknown, but 
in general R' < R if 0 is to be smaller. Evidently the dielectric 
insulator potential is not too high so that ID is assumed to remain constant. 
The new circuit is shown in Figure 9b. 
For these new assumptions, the differential equation for the charge becomes
 
dQ + 21 + Q ID+IG
 
dt 'RC TR'C
 
Thus the same type of solution is obtained with .anew time constant
 
2 + 1 = 1 (I + WC
 
"RC TRIC RIC T RC
 
where it is assumed R' << R. For tG >> tR C, the maximum charge build up across 
the insulator is reduced to 
Q(tG) = TR'C (1 - TRC ) (ID + IG) 
and the corresponding maximum potential is 
OC - OD = (ID + IG) R' (I - 2R'/R) 
The value of R' seems to be the elusive critical parameter for the process.
 
There is no simple plasma theory for it. A probable range of values may be
 
deduced, however. In order to suppress the induced potential, IC must grow
 
toan appreciable fraction of IG ' It is limited by the condition
 
that the total return current cannot exceed the gun current,
 
IC + ID < IG
 
In order tcr the conducting surfaces to collect most of the return current,
 
their potential must be high enough to cause local ionization. This may be
 
achieved with voltages of 102 to 104 volts to produce electron ionization
 
or electric fields of 106 - 107 volts/m to produce breakdown in the local
 
atmosphere. Thus, R' is in the range 10 - 104 ohms. For gun currents of
 
10 amps the conductor potential is probably 103 - 105 volts. The time
 
constant for reachin9 quasi-steady state conditions is 50 ps to 5 ms. Thus the
 
rise time on the potential is extremely short compared to typical gun
 
pulses of 10 ms or more.
 
In the ambient ionosphere these vehicle potentials probably limit.useful
 
gun current pulses to 1 amp or so. Higher beam currents would drive the
 
conductor potential to levels that inhibit the escape of the beam. The
 
induced potentials across the thermal insulation are probably well below the
 
insulator breakdown. However, experimental measurements of electrical
 
properties of the thermal, insulation have not been made; they have been
 
,surmised from similar materials. As a consequence of the foregoing uncertainties
 
it would be advisable to perform control experiments to establish an
 
empirical behavior pattern.
 
E. Suppression of Induced Potentials
 
Other methods have been suggested to aid the collection of return current
 
and suppress the large induced potentials. Presently they are being
 
studied by other investigators and their conclusions about feasibility
 
are not available. Evidently one of these supplementary sources of
 
return current is needed for high gun currents (more than 1 amp).
 
The most direct method is deployment of a large aluminized balloon on a long
 
tether (P.Banks, UCSD). The balloon provides additional surface area
 
for electron current collection. The long tether generates Vs x B
 
electric fields that counteract the induced gun potentials. The magnitude of
 
the available current and potential depends on the size of the balloon and
 
the length of the tether. A few kilowatts appears feasible, but hundreds
 
of kilowatts are needed from this source if it is to be an effective supple­
ment.
 
Another source of return current is direct ionization of a dense gas
 
cloud by the electron beam of the gun (L. Linson, SAI). If the primary
 
beam interacts strongly with the gas, it can generate an electron cascade
 
of secondaries that contributes to the return current. According,to the
 
preceding conclusions (Section D), the electron cascade must becollected
 
by the conductor surfaces, not deposited on the insulator. Fortunately,
 
the large antenna boom can be oriented adjacent to the beam direction.
 
Ionization cross sections and available gas cloud densities limit the
 
efficiency of this process.
 
Finally, the large VLF antenna offers a conceivable source of return current
 
(R.Benson, NASA Goddard). When this antenna is energized, a sheath of
 
electrons forms along its entire length. The density of the sheath
 
depends on local plasma parameters as well as the driving frequency and
 
power to the antenna.
 
Hopefully this section can be augmented soon by quantitative estimates
 
for return current collection with these techniques.
 
APPENDIX A
 
Ambient Current Calculations
 
Ambient charged-particle current densities to the Shuttle Orbiter skin
 
may be calculated using elementary kinetic theory when the skin potentials
 
are modest. The basic assumption is that the shielding effects of the
 
plasma restrict the electric field E and potential 0 to a local region
 
adjacent to the skin that is much less than a particle mean free path.
 
The geomagnetic field is assumed to limit the bulk plasma fluid motion to
 
one dimension parallel to the magnetic field B. However, the velocity
 
space distribution is assumed to be isotropic (Maxwellian), and local dis­
tortion at the skin due to ExB forces is ignored.
 
Using these assumptions, the current expressions are developed for a phys­
ical model consisting of a circular surface element with radius a at a
 
potential 0 and a fictitious infinite plane sheet located some distance d
 
above it,where the potential is negligible due to Debye shielding. The
 
objective is to calculate the number of particles passing through the
 
plane sheet that can strike the surface element a2 . This is a plane­
surface analogue of the metallic sphere model (Beard and Johnson, 1961).
 
Its geometry'ivs shown in the iccompanying figure.
 
PLANE SHEE AT Q -0 
ds /ACCEPTANCE
 
COONE 
TRAJ ECTORY 
SURFACE -
ELEMENT 
AT 0t a 
Only a very small fraction of the particle flux through the sheet element
 
s ds dx has the proper speed v and direction 0,4 to strike any part of the
 
2
surface element ira. They must have velocities that lie inside the cone 
angle a with respect to the radial direction along r. By geometric consi­
derations 
sin a = b/r = b cos p/d
 
where b is the "impact parameter" of the particles normal to the radial
 
direction. By conservation of angular momentum along the trajectory
 
between the sheet and the surface element,
 
mvb = mua cos i, 
where v is the initial speed in the field-free region beyond the sheet
 
and u is the velocity at impact with the surface. Therefore, from conser­
vation of energy
 
2
b2/a2 cos = ( - q0/ mv2) 
As expected for b = 0, there is a minimum initial speed required to reach
 
the surface:
 
vo0 = 2Tfor q0 > 0 
= 0 for qO < 0
 
Since the particle velocity distribution is Maxwellian in a field-free
 
region, the current of particles traversing the sheet that strike the
 
surface ira
2 is given by the integral
 
I = qN fm/2wrkT) 3/ 2 f sdsj" dxj dv]" do 
0 0 v0 0 
00 
3J d@ v cos 0 sin 0 expC- my2 kT) 
Since a is a function of v, the o0 integration is performed first, 
a 27 
f cos o d(cos e) d = w sin2 a 
2 2
 
= wa cos4 @ (1 - q01 mv2)/d
Subsequent integration over speed v gives
 
2
" (2k)3/2( dv v3(l-- O2) exP(- mv
2
 
mv 
a2 s (2kT) (I + mv ) exp( . 
2d2 kT kTm-
Integratibn over the sheet ismost easily accomplished using the trans­
formation s d tan p,such that
 
./s
 
s ds 2r dx cos = 2wf cos p d(cos j)= 
0 0 o 
Combining the foregoing integrals gives a current density of the form
 
I/7Ta 2 = qN.V exp(-q0/kT) q0 > 0 
= qN V (I -- qO/kT) qO < 0 
1-1 
where V = (8kT/iM) is the arithmetic mean (average) speed.
 
These general expressions for the current density have been used in
 
Section C for the local current density expressions. The electron current
 
Je is obtained'directly by setting q = -e where e is positive. Due to the
 
spacecraft motion Vs, the ions have an apparent directed kinetic energy
 
MV 2 which is not taken into account explicitly by the foregoing theory.
 
s 
Theoretical expressions for j, are obtainedsemi-quantitatively for the
 
non-ram situation by including the streaming as an additional ion potential
 
+ eo + MV2
 energy relative to the vehicle so that qO 

The expression for the ion ram current contains an additional factor 
( - e0/ MV2) that takes into account local electric field effects 
(Chang and Smith, 1959).
 
APPENDIX B
 
Charging Rate of Orbiter Surfaces
 
The time dependence of charge buildup on the surface of spacecraft can
 
be determined analytically for simple situations that are good approximations
 
to conditions on the Shuttle Orbiter. Due to the dominant influence
 
of the ambient electron flux, the analysis is initially restricted
 
to electrons alone, and the influence of the ram ion current, photo­
emission, and insulation leakage current are ignored. Their inclusion
 
would not alter the charging rate appreciably, but the additional terms
 
unduly complicate the analysis. Modifications due to photoemission and ion
 
ram current effects are also illustrated.
 
Adjacent to a plasma boundary at negative potential 0, the electron density
 
is described by
 
N (z,t) = N exp [e (z,t)/kT]
 
whereN is the ambient density at infinity. The instantaneous potential
 
is determined by the Poisson equation
 
d2 eN
 
dz2 
-o exp (eO/kT) + small terms
 
subject to the condition 0 = 0 at infinity. The small terms are ignored,
 
since they do not affect the charging rate appreciably. The solution for 0
 
is given implicitly by
 
/-z = eo eOs -exp (e s/kT)
 
X D k -TkT I l'-exp (e/kT
 
where 0s = 0 (z=O) is the applied surface potential. 
The local electric field at the surface is equal to the surface charge,
 
= -Eo [dO/dz]=O = -V2 eNAxD [1 - exp (e0s/kT)] 
The rate at which z is built up with time is just the electron current to
 
the surface
 
=
Je (z = 0) - eN-e exp (eos/kT)
 
= dZ/dt = (/7 e2N AD/kT) exp (e s/kT)(d s/dt)
 
The time dependence of the surface potential is obtained by integration,
 
0s (t)= -(kT/e) t/m
 
where the characteristic time constant is defined by
 
= 4 V D/ 
The corresponding electron current varies as
 
Je = Jeo exp (-t/) 
These expressions for the time dependence of Os and je describe the initial
 
buildup behavior but do not approach the correct steady state value Os
 
due to omission of those small terms that become important near equilibrium.
 
Nevertheless, because >> kT/e, in general, the expressions are valid
 
for t >> T, and T is an acceptable measure of the charging rate. Order of
 
magnitude estimates for the total time to reach equilibrium are simply
 
t= Tie Wsl/kT
 
Near equilibrium a good approximation is obtained by introducing the other
 
current expressions (Ji, Jph' jl) as appropriate. For example, including
 
3ph, which is assumed constant leads to the implicit form
 
1 + Jph exp (-e0s/kT)
3
 
-t/T = e s/kT + ln eo
 
3
 
eo
 
As t -, the potential must satisfy exp (es/kT) = Iiph/Jeo I as required
 
for Case D. More complicated expressions may be developed for the other
 
cases.
 
When the ion ram current is the principal source of charge, as in Case E, 
the Poisson equation for the instantaneous potential 0 > 0 has the form 
d20 - eN (I - e 
dz 2 t MV5
 
This may be manipulated to obtain the electric field at the surface
 
- [d0/dZ]z=O MV 2 -(1- s2]
 
s MVs
 
where
 
2
 
Eo MVs

Xs ) C kT)2
 
eN e
 
Equating the charge build up to the ram current gives
 
=
j (z 0) = eN.V s 0 - esI MVs 2 ) 
e N s (1 - es/ MVs 2 e d0s
 
= dz/dt = 2 2,d 
[I - (1 - e0s/ MVs )2] MVs2 dt 
This reduces to the integral
 
t/s s /2MVsM2 dy/[l - (I _y) 2 ] = - l l _ e0s)
0 
 MVs
 
where
 
=s/Vs
Ts =  (M/96m) ..18 T 
2
Since e s 2MVs, an order of magnitude estimate for the time to reach
 
equilibrium is, Simply t -Ts
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ABSTRACT
 
Many factors are considered in the selection and integration of
 
scientific experiments for spacecraft payloads. Ideally; the payload should
 
provide maximum scientific value subject to the finite limitations of cost,
 
telemetry, power, weight and volume imposed by the scope of the mission.
 
Operations Research offers a useful tool for selection of experiment options
 
where'several payload parameters are constrained. Each proposed experiment
 
is defined by a set of options corresponding to successively higher levels
 
of sophistication and scientific value.. Experimental parameters for each
 
option are presumed to be specified by the proposer, whereas the scientific
 
value of each option is determined by a review process that may ignore the
 
other factors. Selection of experiment options that simultaneously maximize
 
scientific value and satisfy constraint limits on the payload is achieyed by
 
conventional integer programming. -Payload integration requirements may also
 
be included by additional side conditions which enhance scientific value for
 
certain combinations of experimental options. Of course, other subjective
 
considerations are also important in the selection of payloads, but
 
this proposed method provides a useful quantitative guideline,
 
INTRODUCTION
 
The selection of spacecraft payloads is frequently a source of con­
sternation for proposers of experiments as well as mission administrators.
 
Large amounts of money and maintenance of technical staffs as well as
 
personal prestige and scientific careers are at stake in these deliberations.
 
The unique nature of spacecraft experiments requires very specialized
 
knowledge for the review process which is usually only available from prin­
cipal investigators of previous spacecraft experiments. Owing to the
 
limited opportunities for missions, a small group of capable experimenters
 
has emerged.
 
We are now embarking on a new era of space science research. With the
 
advent of the Space Shuttle for near Earth research there will be ample
 
opportunity for a much wider range of experiments. In addition to studies
 
of the atmosphere and magnetosphere environment, it is anticipated that the
 
Shuttle will also carry a variety of experiments devoted to astronomy,
 
materials processing, bio-medical investigations, other commercial applica­
tions in communications and earth resource evaluation, and expanded appli­
cations of a military nature. There will also be many new opportunities
 
for participation on Deep-Space Probes to study the Moon, Sun, other Planets,
 
and interplanetary debris.
 
These expanded opportunities are accompanied by certain complications.
 
NASA budget limitations will place severe constraints on the expenditures
 
for individual experiments. There will be strong encouragement for new
 
institutions to participate in the space program which includes new inexpe­
rienced personnel. This will be partially offset inthe Shuttle program by
 
the Spacelab concept, wherein basic instruments are designed for repetitive
 
usage in a variety of experimental objectives. The long duration of inter­
planetary missions demands a long-term commitment on the part of principal
 
investigators, from experimental.conception to data interpretation.
 
Inthis new era of broader mission objectives, much wider participation
 
in spacecraft experiments is desirable. Insuch circumstances, the selection
 
of experiments is anticipated to become much more difficult due to a variety
 
of factors. First, the community of potential spacecraft experimenters has
 
expanded enormously through our educational system. Second, much more
 
diverse payload opportunities are expected to attract new areas of research
 
which heretofore had not considered spacecraft laboratories for their
 
investigations. Third, constraining conditions on individual payloads are
 
apt to become much more elaborate as the experiments grow larger and more
 
complex. Thus, some systematic way of quantifying part of the experiment
 
selection process might be appropriate at this time.
 
METHOD
 
The methods of operations research have been applied to many multi­
parameter decision situations and its application to spacecraft payloads
 
appears to be feasible as well. The only new concept introduced here is
 
parametric modelling of experiment options, a step that isfrequently taken
 
implicitly inthe course of developing experiments but rarely used explicitly
 
to evaluate them. Once the experimental options have been parameterized,
 
all the proposed experiments must be graded quantitatively according to their
 
relative scientific value; a method for making such judgments is suggested
 
below. Most importantly, this value judgment can be based on scientific
 
merit alone, independent of other nonscientific factors. Once this param­
eter array for the experiment options is defined, a straightforward applica­
tion of integer programming techniques yields a selection of experiments
 
for optimum usage of the total payload profile,
 
A given spacecraft mission is usually subject to five basic constraints.
 
First, there is a limitation on the total cost 'of the mission which usually
 
limits the total cost of all experiments. Second, the data obtained by
 
the instruments must be telemetered to available receivers on the ground over
 
a limited radio bandwidth which specifies the rate at which information can
 
be transmitted. Third, the total power available to operate the experiment
 
is limited by the generating capacity of the solar panels, radioisotope
 
thermoelectric sources or other devices. Fourth, the launch vehicle
 
capability and the mission trajectory define the permissible payload weight.
 
Finally, the volume of the payload is restricted by the launch vehicle
 
configuration.
 
Thus, for each experiment option we must define a cost, C, a telemetry
 
bandwidth, T, a power requirement, P, a weight, W, and a volume, V. Selec­
tion of a set of experiment options is-subject to the following constraint
 
inequalities:
 
O <CT = Z C <CTm (1) 
0 < TM = s T < TM (2) 
=0 PW s P <PWm (3) 
0 <WT = ZM <WTm (4) 
o <VM = ZV <Vm (5) 
where CTm , TMm , PWmI WTm, and VMm are maximum limits on the consumption.
 
Establishing a scientific value for each experiment option, S, relative
 
to all others is indeed difficult particularly with diverse experiments.
 
Nevertheless, it has been done repeatedly by payload selection committees,
 
and it should be easier to quantify when other constraints can be ignored.
 
As a practical matter, a group of experts might grade the options
 
individually and then average their recommendations to obtain a concensus
 
on each option. This technique is sometimes called the Delphi method after
 
its origin -asdescribed in Appendix A. The ultimate objective, of course, is
 
to maxi ize the scientific value
 
SV = ZS (6) 
for a prescribed group of options. 
Finding the maximum of (6)subject to conditions (1)- (5) is the
 
province of linear programming. It consists of a rigorous mathematical
 
procedure for examining various option combinations in the hyperspace of
 
experiment parameters subject to the linear constraint conditions. Integer
 
programming2 is mandatory since fractions of an experiment option are
 
meaningless. The optimization process is illustrated by a simple analytic
 
example in Appendix B.
 
While the mathematical procedure for linear programming is rigorous,
 
the answer is not always unique: Sometimes more than one location in the
 
hyperspace (combinations of options) will yield the same maximum scientific
 
value and still satisfy the constraint conditions. Another important
 
consideration is the fact that incremental changes in the constraint
 
conditions can significantly alter the selection of options and the
 
ultimate maximum scientific value. This is particularly true for integer
 
programming where a particular option combination may lie on the border
 
line of the constraint condition. Thus, a small group of possible combina­
tions might be more appropriately identified depending on the rigidity of the
 
constraint conditions.
 
This optimization technique for payload selection provides an
 
opportunity to perform variational studies under "what if"conditions.
 
For example, the addition of another power source might decrease the
 
weight and volume available for the payload but would increase the avail­
able power and thereby modify the constraint conditions and change the
 
option combinations. A change in the trajectory or speed on a distant
 
planetary mission might signifiantly relax the weight requirement and
 
allow additional experiments. In the course of building the experiments
 
that have been selected, there are frequently changes in individual opera­
ting parameters such as power, weight or volume as well as revisions in
 
cost estimates, and these changes occasionally lead to a reassessment of
 
the optimum configuration. Finally, certain experiments are considered to
 
be a mandatory part of the payload for housekeeping data, background
 
levels, or perhaps public relations, and itmight be interesting to ascer­
tain the minimum scientific value needed to insure their inclusion.
 
The integration of payload experiments frequently imposes coupling
 
conditions on two or more experiments. In many experimental studies the
 
background noise for one-experiment is the desired signal in another
 
experiment. Similarly, small expansions of one experiment may add signifi­
cantly to the scientific value of many others. Thus, when one experiment
 
is selected, certain other experiments are more attractive. This concept
 
can be incorporated into the linear programming method by introducing
 
coupled options with enhanced scientific value.
 
Duplication of experiments is another factor in payload selection.
 
In some instances redundancy is a desirable precaution against loss of
 
vital measurements. In other cases, duplication would be wasteful of
 
spacecraft resources and should be avoided. These alternative conditions
 
in the selection process can be introduced by appropriate auxiliary
 
constraints.
 
EXAMPLE
 
In order to illustrate the method, experiment options have been
 
modeled for a deep-space scientific research payload to another planet.
 
The detailed option information is presented in Table 1 for seven experi­
ments that might be considered for such a mission. The numerical entries
 
are entirely arbitrary and are not based on any experimental design criteria.
 
The seven proposed experiments consist of a television camera, a life
 
sciences experiment, cosmic ray detectors, various plasma probes, a broad­
band radio receiver, a radio frequency sounder, and a mass spectrometer.
 
The options within each experiment are fairly apparent from their
 
descriptive titles. Some comments are appropriate, however, to explain the
 
variations in the tabular entries. For example, the basic television
 
camera is expected to have a reasonably high scientific value and a high
 
telemetry rate. The addition of a data processor eliminates much of the
 
redundant data, sharply reducing the telemetry requirements but possibly
 
losing some fine structure detail and thereby reducing its overall scientific
 
value slightly. A two or three color camera is undoubtedly much more
 
valuable but without the data processor its telemetry requirements are enor­
mous. Finally, an onboard recorder for multiple picture data storage is
 
considered the ultimate option because it eliminates much of the telemetry
 
congestion
 
The life sciences experiment runs through a series of sampling techniques
 
from an onboard sensor, through a subsatellite, to some type of lander
 
device. Although no provision has been made'to allow more than one option
 
TABLE 1 
DEEP-SPACE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH PAYLOAD 
MODEL OF EXPERIMENT OPTIONS 
Option 
Description 
Option 
Number 
Scientific 
Value 
Cost 
1O1S 
Telemetry 
kbps 
Power 
Watts 
Weight 
kqms 
Volume 
103cm3 
TV - TELEVISION CAMERA/IMAGE PROCESSOR 
Basic Camera 1 5 8 20 15 20 2 
Data Processor 2 4 10 10 16 21 2.1 
Two-color 
Camera 3 8 12 35 18 28 2.5 
Data Processor 4 7 13 18 19 30 2.6 
Three-color 
Camera 5 12 14 50 21 33 3.0 
Data Processor 6 10 15 24 21 34 3.0 
Picture 
Recorder 7 14 20 30 21 36 2.6 
LS - LIFE SCIENCES/AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA 
Air Sampler 1 4 3 2 7 -13 3 
Sophisticated 
Processing 2 6 5 5 8 14 3 
Subsatellite 3 7 8 4 9 15 3.3 
Low-altitude 
Sampler 4 10 10 3 10 17 2.5 
Lander 5 15 15 6 14 22 4.5 
CR - COSMIC RAYS/GEIGER TUBES, SCINTILLATORS 
Geiger Tubes 1 0.5 0.2 0.5 1 2 1.0 
Telescope
Coincidence 2 1.5 0.7 2.0 6 5 3.0 
Scintillators 3 3.0 1.3 4.0 5 4 2.5 
Computer 
Processing 4 5.0 1.7 3.0 7 5 4 
Sophisticated 
Array 5 7.0 2.0 5.0 8 5 4 
Option 
Description 
Option 
Number 
Sci.entific 
Value 
Cost 
106$ 
Telemetry 
kbps 
Power 
Watts 
Weight 
kgms 
Volume 
103cmP 
PP - PLASMA PROBE/LANGMUIR PROBE, FARADAY CUP 
Langmuir Probe 1 1.0 1.2 1.0 4 1 0.5 
Farhday Cup 2 1.5 1.4 2.0 5 1.5 0.5 
Computer 
Processing 3 3.0 1.7 1.0 8 3.5 1.5 
Improved 
Sensitivity 4 4.0 1.8 2.0 8 3.5 1.6 
Sophisticated 
Array 5 5.0 2.0 3.0 10 4.0 1.8 
RR - RADIO RECEIVER/ULF, ELF, VLF, LF 
Limited Band LF 1 0.5 0.3 0.5 5 10 0.5 
Broadband 
VLF-LF 2 1.5 0.4 5.0 4 10 0.5 
Ultra Broadband 
ULF-LF 3 4.0 0.5 15.0 7 12 0.5 
Computer Pro­
cessing VLF-LF 
Co4uter Pro­
cessing ULF-LF 
4 
5 
2.0 
3.0 
0.8 
1.0 
2.5 
3.0 
10 
11 
17 
18 
1.5 
1.5 
Record/Playback 6 5.0 2.0 2.0 14 20 2.0 
RS - RADIO SOUNDER/LF, MF, HF 
Discrete Sounder 
MF 
Discrete Sounder 
LF-HF 
Computer ProcessLF-HF 
1 
2 
3 
2.0 
3.L 
2.5 / 
0.7 
0.9 
1.3 
3.0 
6.0 
2.0 
13 
14 
16 
20 
20 
24 
1.5 
1.5 
1.9 
Full lonosonde 
LF-HF 
Recbrd Only 
4 
5 
4.5 
7.0 
1.4 
1.6 
4.0 
3.0 
16 
19 
24 
29 
1.9 
2.3 
Compute/Record 6 8.0 2.0 2.5 21 30 2.5 
MS - MASS SPECTROMETER/LOW Z - MED Z 
Selected Masses 1 1 1 2 3 1 0.7 
Swept Mass-Low Z 2 2 1.5 4 4 1.2 0.8 
CQmputer Pro­
cess-Low Z 3 3.5 2.0 5 4 1.3 0.8 
Computer Pro­
cess-All Z1 4 5.0 3.5 8 6 2.0 1.3 
in each experiment, it would be possible in life sciences, for example, to
 
combine two or more preceeding options into an additional option for
 
consideration.
 
The other five experiments that are proposed here have been flown
 
numerous times on various spacecraft using various levels of sophistication.
 
Although hard data might be available for the tabular entries of these
 
experiment options, they have not been used here. The tabular entries were
 
made up by the authors for purely illustrative purposes and do not describe
 
any particular experiment.
 
The optimum payload selection for nine different constraint conditions
 
is displayed in Table 2. The cost is allowed to increase steadily whereas
 
the other constraint parameters are incremented at intervals much as the
 
constraints on a real spacecraft. The constraint maxima were determined
 
in advance and not altered to fit any special requirement. It is notable
 
that the parameter summations are usually near their maximum limit; in
 
other words, the option selection shifts to most fully utilize the available
 
facilities.
 
Cases I, V, VI, VII and VIII exhibit multiple solutions. This
 
ismost likely an artifact of the simple integer nature of the constraints.
 
In all cases the second solution is obtained by substituting one or two
 
experiments with a small change in one or more of the constraint variables.
 
The cases V and VI are interesting in that each has two solutions and
 
those of Case V are identical to those of Case VI. The only constraint
 
relaxed between Cases V and VI was the allowable cost but apparently not
 
enough to allow a new experiment to enter the solution.
 
TABLE 2
 
SPACECRAFT PAYLOAD
 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OPTIMIZATION
 
CASE I II III IV V 
CR5 CR5 LSI LS4 LS4 LS5 LS5 
PAYLOAD RR5 PP5 CR5 CR5 CR5 CR CR5 
SELECTION M53 M53 RR5 153 PP5 PP4 PP5 
MS4 RR6 RR6 RR3 
MS4 MS4 MS4 
Scientific Value SV 13.5 13.5 17.5 20.5 32.0 36.0 36.0 
CT 4.4 4.4 8-9 14 19.5 24.3 23 
CTm 5 5 IT 75 20 25 25 
Telemetry T4 
m 
13 
20 
17.4 
20 
__ 
K2J 
13 
20 
21 
40 
23 
40 
37 
40 
Power L"pwn25 22 225 222V5 4850 /R\Q 455-
WT 
WeightW 
19 
30 
19 
T0V 
(10h 23.3 
--
48 
6-
52.5 
60 
45 
TO 
Volume VMVM 6.3 6.31-0- 8 8 14 7.3 1 11.6 F5 13.4 15 
12.1 
15 
CASE VI VII VIII IX 
LS5 LS5 LS5 LS5 TV6 TV3 TV7 
PAYLOAD CR5 CR5 TV3 TV3 LS5 LS5 LS5 
SELECTION PP4 PP5 CR5 CR5 CR5 CR5 CR5 
RR6 RR3 PP4 PP5 PP5 PP5 PP5 
MS4 MS4 RS6 RS5 RS6 RS5 RR6 
MS3 MS3 MS4 MS4 MS4 
Scientific Value SV 36.0 36.0 45.5 45.5 47.0 47.0 51.0 
CTCTm 24.330 
23.0 
30 
34.8 
35 
34.6 
35 
39.5 
40 
36.1 
40 
44.5 
4 
Telemetry TMTMTeemet6 23 40 
37 
40 
55.5 
60 
57.0 
60 
48 ('\ 54 
0 
P4wer. 45 73 73 735 73 
Weight WT 
W tm 
52.5 
60 
45.0 
60 
89.8 
90 
89.3 
90 
87 r 
T9-
89 
90 
Volume 
V M 13.4 
T5 
12 1 
-T5w 
15.9 
20 
15.9 
20 
16.6 
20 
16.4 
20 
16.2 
20 
The existence of multiple solutions (or even the enumeration
 
of feasible nearby solutions) would enhance the use of the Delphi technique
 
by providing an input to a second round of expert concensus. A good
 
deal more information isavailable from the computer output. The limiting
 
constraints are identified; inTable 2 the circled quantities indicate
 
such constraints. When no constraint is indicated as limiting there is a
 
little of everything left over which might provide some useful design
 
information for altering an experiment or designing an additional experiment
 
to fill the gap. The tool described can provide the basis of iteration
 
between the program managers and the scientific community.
 
CONCLUSION
 
In conclusion it must be emphasized that this proposed method is
 
merely an aid to optimization of spacecraft payloads which must be augmented
 
:by prudent judgment. Application of the method clearly displays the
 
relative importance of the constraint boundaries and demonstrates where
 
they may be relaxed or tightened without affecting the overall mission
 
objectives. Evidence suggests that the selection process tends to fill
 
the spacecraft to capacity in all the constraint variables.
 
Utilization of this operations research method would significantly
 
streamline the administration of payload selection. Individual proposers
 
would be requested to identify their set of options with appropriate
 
parameters and brief descriptions of the capability withid each option.
 
On the basis of the capability statements the scientific value could be
 
established by a small group of impartial experts. If the option data were
 
programmed inadvance, the selection process could be performed with a
 
direct computer link in real time. This would provide the committee
 
with the opportunity to vary constraints and scientific value estimates
 
to determine a cluster of option combinations. Such quantitative output
 
should speed up the decision process by eliminating many qualitative
 
side issues.
 
Hopefully, this method can be tested in the selection of a real
 
payload sometime soon.
 
Appendix A. The Delphi Technique
 
There are many advantages and disadvantages to a committee of
 
experts, some of which are: 
Advantages Disadvantages 
More information available More misinformation available 
Errors can be corrected Strong social pressures bias 
Committees will take more chances the committee behavior 
Number of arguments rather than 
validity tends to carry the day 
Rearching agreement may become 
more important than accuracy 
Strong personalities tend to 
dominate 
"Winning" may tend to freeze 
arguments 
Committee shares a common bias 
Inan effort to preserve the advantages and obviate the disadvantages
 
a method (or series of methods) of consulting the Oracles has been developed
 
called the Delphi method 3 It's principal features are,
 
anonymity, iteration with controlled feedback and statistical group response.
 
More specifically these features accomplish the following:
 
(a)anonymity - The group members are not known to each thus obviating
 
social pressures, dominance, "winning", etc. An idea should be tried on
 
its merits only and minds may change with no loss of face or esteem.
 
(b)Iteration with Controlled Feedback - The group iteration is
 
carried out via questionnaires, thus only relevant information need be
 
extracted from the responses and fedback tor reconsideration. The respondent
 
isonly informed of the current status of the collective opinion, both
 
majority and minority. The group does not take on a separate identity and
 
goals.
 
(c)Statistical Group Response - Committees commonly turn out a
 
majority opinion and perhaps a minority report. -The Delphi response may
 
include the whole spectrum of response presented in any of several common
 
statistical measures: mean, standard deviation, quartile groups, etc.
 
The iteration may be continued through as many rounds as the
 
interrogating group or manager feels useful. There have been many appli­
cations and variations of the technique carried out and reported in the
 
literature of operations research and management science.
 
An excellent discussion of the method, details of procedures,
 
do's and don'ts, and references are avaiIable4.
 
Appendix B. Linear Programming
 
The method can perhaps be illuminated with a simple example.
 
Let us assume the following problem:
 
=
Maximize: X, + 2X2 Z 
Subject to: XI + X2 6 
-xI + 3X 2 10 
XI - X2 2 
(x2 , X2) 0 
The set of constraints is shown in Figure 1. For simplicity the constraints
 
are shown as equations and the arrows indicate the direction which the
 
-tnequality would require. Clearly the lines (including the axes) define a
 
closed region in which each point represents a feasible set (XI, x2)
 
satisfying all the constraints. The feasible integer sets are set out
 
by the dots. The solution to the problem is indicated by the dashed line:
 
x1 + 2x2 = 10, x. = 2, X2 = 4.
 
This set represents the largest value of Z which satisfies all the
 
constraints. The line for Z = 11 is also shown to show that it'lies outside'
 
the feasible region. Clearly if the slope of the function Z were different
 
itwould be possible to have more than one integer solution to the problem,
 
inwhich case the solution is said to be degenerate.- Various algorithms
 
exist to solve these kinds of problems, which get very complicated as the
 
number of equations and variables increase.
 
6 
5 N 
4 X1+ZX2 11 X1-)'2= 
X23
 
10
0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
 
FIGURE1
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Hydromagnetic Wave Measurements
 
Objectives:
 
Natural hydromagnetic waves (0.01 to 10 hZ) propagate throughout
 
the ionosphere and magnetosphere, and their characteristic frequency-time
 
signatures provide a useful measure of dynamic plasma processes in the
 
medium. The Space Shuttle offers the opportunity to systematically
 
study propagation within the ionospheric waveguide (100 to 1000 km), and
 
assess the hydromagnetic energy transmission between the magnetosphere
 
where it is presumably generated, and ground stations where it is routinely
 
monitored.
 
A secondary objective isthe measurement of field variations caused
 
by ionospheric current systems, anomalies in the terrestrial field, and
 
the local ULF electromagnetic interference around the spacecraft.
 
Technique:
 
For the frequency band of interest and anticipated signal-to-noise
 
ratios, the best instrumentation appears to be triaxial fluxgate magneto­
meters. Owing to the large EMI on the spacecraft, the measurements
 
must be performed on a subsatellite that is inertially stabilized. Flux­
gate magnetometers, which measure the instantaneous vector components of
 
the local magnetic field, are well established satellite research instru­
ments.
 
Detection of hydromagnetic waves requires a local EMI below 3 x 10-7
 
gauss rms which makes subsatellite operation mandatory. Due to the
 
low altitude and high speed (O.l wave phase velocity), effects of local
 
ionospheric currents and ground magnetic anomalies place severe require­
ments on signal processing. Inorder to sort out such secondary effects,
 
an array of subsatellites equipped with magnetometers would be desirable.
 
Systematic comparison of satellite and ground network measurements is
 
clearly essential to differentiate local properties.
 
Requirements:
 
Although the fluxgate principle iswell known and used extensively,
 
further instrument development is essential to achieve the desired
 
sensitivity to natural wave amplitudes that are 10-6 of the geomagnetic
 
background. On a spinning subsatellite, development of demodulation
 
algorithms will also be required. The fields along the Shuttle orbit
 
limit the useful bandwidth to 0.01 to 10 Hz.
 
Real-time display of power spectra from each field component from
 
each subsatellite would be desirable. Overlays would provide estimates
 
of instrument reliability and phase relationships that would be useful
 
for the instrument specialist on board the Spacelab. Wave propagation
 
vectors and polarization over a broad range of narrow frequency bands
 
would provide important diagnostics of other active experiments that
 
alter the local medium.
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2 OBJECTIVL. The measurement of geomagnetic disturbances in the ULF band (0.01 to 10 Hz)
with triaxial fluxgaLe magnetometers on subsate libes launched from the AMPS
 
Spacelab.
 
Natural hydromagnetic waves propagate throughout the ionosphere and magnetosphere, and their
 
characteristic frequency-time signatures provide a useful measure of dynamic plasma processes

inthe medium. Quasi-steady state magnetic perturbations such as those produced by iono­
spheric current systems or ground anomalies are also amenable for study from Spacelab

altitudes because their transient appearance along the satellite trajectory will generate

magnetic disturbances inthe frequency band of the detector. Manmade injections of waves,
 
particle beams, or gas clouds may also generate magnetic purturbations that provide measure­
able diagnostics at hydromagnetic frequencies. Several specific scientific objectives have
 
been identified:
 
a. Wave Propagation inthe Ionosphere WaveQuide. The phase velocity at hydromagnetic
 
frequencies has steep gradients above ( 000 km) and below (<100 km) the ionosphere, which
 
provide a unique horizontal waveguide for ULF signals (such as Pc-l). Magnetospheric signals:

that are guided along geomagnetic field lines enter this waveguide and part of the energy
 
spreads horizontally through mode coupling. The energy slowly dissipates through leakage to
 
the ground and plasma heating. Sensitive triaxial fluxgate magnetometers on one or more
 
subsatellites launched by the AMPS Spacelab would provide important measurements of the
 
horizontal propagation. Close collaboration and coordination with other satellite observa­
tions and ground stations is mandatory.
 
b. Birkeland Current System. The magnetic disturbances associated with polar substorms and
 
magnetic bays are thought to be caused by particle current systems in the ionosphere which
 
were first suggested by Birkeland. Traversal of such current systems at satellite speeds

will produce magnetic perturbations with time scales on the order of ULF periods (100 km is
 
traversed inabout 14 seconds). The three-dimensional structure and dynamics of these and
 
other ionospheric currents are best surveyed by an array of subsatellites due to the short
 
time scale of events, but close collaboration between an array of ground stations and a single

satellite for many events would be adequate.
 
c. Crustal Anomalies inthe Geomagnetic Field. Mapping of the small scale crustal anomalies
 
is a potential byproduct of magnetometer measurements by low-altitude satellites. Motion
 
over such anomalies limits the useful detection of hydromagnetic waves to periods shorter
 
than about 50 seconds. However, measurements for an extended time (months) would permit

isolation of the larger anomalies and extend the frequency band for useful wave detection.
(An example of "noise" is one application providing the "signal" for another application.)
 
d. Manmade Wave Generation. Many injection experiments contemplated for the AMPS Spacelab
 
may generate waves at hydromagnetic frequencies. Among them are the pulsed emission of beams
 
of protons and electrons, generation of large-scale conductivity anomalies as with metallic
 
chaff or readily ionizable gas, and artificial magnetic anomalies such as a superconducting

dipole. Ineach case, any hydromagnetic wave energy from these sources might provide useful
 
diagnostic information.
 
e. Ambient Background Monitor. The local electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated by
 
,power equipment and electronics instrumentation on the Shuttle Orbiter includes the ULF band,

which prohibits useful magnetic measurements from the AMPS pallet or boom. Magnetic
 
measurements from subsatellites can map the near-field around the vehicle which may affect
 
the integrity of certain experiment sensors. Other experiments involving injections of
 
particles or waves may be affected by the ambient ULF wave fields so that background data
 
is important.
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4 INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED: 
{Us. i,A title) 
Triaxial Fluxgate -
Located on Subsatellites 
AMPS IFRD 15 
INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONS. 
Continuous measurement of the vector 

magnetic field at'a minimum sampling 

rate of 20 times per second for each 

component, 

CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 
Control over 2-3 preselected sampling
 
rates
 
Control of on-board microprocessor
 
functions and its corresponding 

output format 

Display power spectra of each com-

ponent, from each subsatellite by
 
colored overlays on one CRT. 

Display wave propagation vector and/o 

wave polarization over broad range f 

hi' .n__ _ _'lf raqrinrt hanec rolord 
overlays on one CRT, 
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ORBITAL CONDITIONS. TARGET CONDITIONS CREW ACTIVITIES: 
(Time of year. day, night, altitude, (Describe location--lat., long.,-- i 
inclination, vehicle attitude, etc.) size, altitude, etc,) 
m 
Ccrt -us operation independent No special target conditions. Periodic (daily) check of instru- m
 
of season, diurnal condition, Collaboration with other satellite mag- ment readouts to assure proper

altiude orInclnaton.operation.
altitude, or Inclination. netometer observations and arrays of Possible changes in sampling rate 0 
Su: 3atellite position should be ground stations requires accurate 
known to within a few kilometers. position information only. or data format during magnetic 
Vehicle attitude (pitch, roll, and Support of other active or passive disturbances. 0 
yaw) are required to within 0.50 experiments on AMPS may require Possibe preparation of subsatelli Z 
The spacecraft spin rate must be as special positioning of the subsatellite. location or instrument operation 
slow as possible: in support of other special , -f 
optimum - I rev/lO0 sec; experiments.
tolerahle - I rev/il cpc: SR__ intolerable - 10 revs/sec. n 2 
-v ­
, ~ 
g 
S REMARKS. 
List othor consttants thit might b usaful in schoduling, 
support systems sizing, etc. 
Due to low altitude and high speed, effects of local ionospheric currents and crustal magnetic

anomalies place severe requirements on signal processing. This aspect of the experiment needs
 
further study and evaluation.
 
Spin demodulation developmiegt cost varies as the spin rate since hydromagnetic wave amplitudes
of 50 milligantma (0.5 x 10- gauss) must be measured against a background geomagnetic field
 
of 0.5 gauss. Thus, a dynamic range of ±106 is required which is slightly beyond the current
 
state-of-the-art.
 
Signal levels of interest also impose a limit of 30 milligamma (0.3 x 10-6 gauss) RMS on the 
background E4 of the subsatellite. 
AMPS INSTURMENT FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
PART I 	 TECHNICAL, INFORMATION H. B. Liemohn 
I TITLE Trtaxial Fluxgate (Subsatelhites-) -DATEPREPARED 
zI/-4 /755 
2 	 OBJECTIVE 
Primaril-y to study natural hydromagnet~c wave propagation in the iono­
sphere waveguide. Secondarily to probe ULF noise gen'erated by Shuttle 
orbiter and possibly controlled discharges from long tether on ULF antenna. 
3. 	 DESCRIPTION (Ouline operational mode, briefly describe equipment. Include sketch and/or block diagnis.,
 
sowing required Interflce with *ther eystr.s, whenever pobllb.e, w an attachmernt to thi, form.)
 
't ,Ltgal Auxgales are well established satellite research instruments. 
''lcy ire.tstire the instantaneous vector components of the local magnetic 
held. For this imssion they are the best nethod for measuring hydro­
magneti( waves at frequencies below 0.-1 Hz and amplitudes above 5 x 10 -
Gauss (50 a) Y ). The instrument can only operate efficiently in EMI below 
3 x 10 - 7 Gauss (30 m Y ) rms, so that subsatellite operation appears 
mandatory. Further instrument development is essential to achieve desired 
-sensitivLty to natural wave amplitudes that are 10 6 of the geomagnetic 
background that varies at the satellite spin rate. 
PART Ii 	 ENGINEERING INFORMATION 
1. 	 WEIGHT, SIZE, AND LOCATION (lv. edmatedo welht, altu and location of completed experimental herdw.re, including 
unique cabling, plumbing, and support %atutl.) 
VOLUMEW3I 3DIMENSIONS (m) LOCATIONVOLUE (n ~EG)DiM~SIOS PRES, MODULE,
MUSAT ETCEQUIPMENT ITEM WEIGHT STORED OPERATION STORED OPERATION PALLET, 
subyst, I lsCss 0. 001 About 	 Subsatellite onlyL3 
SublSY-,t 2 11hl 0. 1 x 0 1 (2 m boom)
 
Subsystem 3 xO.0g1 n
 
Etc
 
TOTAL
 
2 	 POWER (Provide requiements to be supplied by S/C for each subsystem or component in Item I above if power consumption 
not constant statereulrements in enough detail so p'over profiles can be detrimined Indicate if there are any special 
requirements for power or voltage to be provided by the instrument 
TOTALS/CPOWER 4 watts 
REQUIRED [W) Standby Continuous Average Maximum 
VOLTAGE/POWER REQUIRED BY SEPARATE ASSEMBLIES 
Voiteag (V) Power (W) Power (W) Power (W) 
Standard Stansdby Aveage Maximum 
Subsystm I Satellite Negliible 4 watts 
Standby Average Maximum 
Subsyte., #2 	 Operation 
Standby Average Maximum 
Subsystem *3 	 (24 V DC) 
3 DATA MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS (State expected data and measurement characteriltics in format specified below 
where appli'able Include additionaI or different Information as necessary I 
BAND WIDTH 	 MEASMTS 
PER UNIT SAMPLINGSCIENCE OR HOUSEKEEPING TP o pro 

PARAMETERS TO BE MEASURED (DIGITAL RANGE (LOW AMPLITUDE OR WORD TIME OR BIT
 ANALOG) TO HIGH, Hz) (a 9,0-5 V )  LENGTH ORNO OF RATE 
... 
_CHANNEL 	 S 
Subsystem # 1 Name 
Up to 
Parameter I Bx Digit 16 bits 1 600 1P 
MAX 
By2Parameter 
n.r3 zParar B 	 Fro Each Su satellit 
P'rn flnitr 4 
Sibtyste'n * 2 
Parmetor I Sensor ern'onj 
Analog 0-5B 1/mn
 
Par...etr) EJlectronics or lesE
 
'Temp Sampled iy ubcorniulatvd
 
P...... .. Analog C ianndil
 
Subsystem $ I 
Parameter I _________ 
Parmeter 2 
Parameter 4 
Parameter 4­
4 	 SPACECRAFT ORIRNTATION R!OUIREMKNTS (Outline uspiaoreft attitude control requirements. pointing 
.accuracy *nd tabijity tolerances below) 
A 	 Spoaecrvft pointing accuracy (pitch, roll, yaw) Not required 
B 	 Alowable.pec ftr.t.(pitch, rolly.w) As slow as possible: Optimum - IREV/1000 s c 
Tolerable - IREV/10 secC 	 S/C attitude knowledge req 0. 50 
(pitch, roll, yaw) 	 Intolerable - 10 REV/S 
0 	 Orbital parwneten required for effective Instrument operation (explain) 
Accurate position 
r 	 Instrument operatlon period To few kilomneters 
Continuous 
F 	 Standby period 
Possibly within 1 km of Shuttle if EMI ishigh 
* 	 CONTROL RIOUIREMENTS (Dscribe th'os needed by function) -
On - Off Command
 
2 - 3 Sampling Rates
 
Possible on-boardrnicroprocessing and corresponding change in
 
Data bit format 
6. 	 DISPLAY REOUIRBMENTS 
Overlay display of power spectra of each subsatellite component. 
Wave propagation vector and polarization display over broad range
 
of narrow frequency bands.
 
7. 	 INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION (If anllable) 
COST 	 SCHEDULE 
INSTRUMENT PRELIM DESIGN $0. 5 M (E st) 	 76-77 
INSTRUMENT FINAL DE.SIGNI, 	 0. 5 M (E st) 78 -79 
FABRICATION AND TESTING 
S. 	 REMARKS (Additional comment, on EMI, thermel nd Contaminatlon requiremnents
 
and other support sylte , etc )
 
Due to low altitude and high speed, effects of local ionosphere currents 
and ground magnetic anomalies place severe requirements on signal 
processing. Spin demodulation development cost varies as spin rate due 
to 0. 5 gauss geomagnetic field that requires dynamic range of + 10+6. 
Also require background EMI on subsatellite to be less than 3 x l0 - 7 gauss 
(30 m Y ) RMS. 
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Introduction
 
Du'rihng the 1980 5s, Spac-e Shuttle- wil prpvi-de a 'number of 
op*portunities to probe the near earth enviro nment. One of these 
Qpp'orAuniti-es-is the AMPS Program. The AMPS program is speci-fically
 
designed to utilize the space shuttle to carry out in situ measure­
ments in the upper ionosphere. Both active and passive experiments
 
are.paned. .swalTsarrys,qfu-bsatelj.tes'andT cObrdinated
 
ground observations.
 
-One .inportant parameter 'which must be measured during many
 
ionospheric experiments is the earth's magnetic field. At low
 
altitude zhis'fieid'is quite inhomogeneous as a cons'equence of
 
magnetvc mazerials in the earth'-s crust and high orderterms in the
 
sphericai harmonic expansion of the main field. Accurate measure­
ments of the vector magnetic field are needed, for example; to
 
point parzicle beam accelerators.
 
Superimposed on the earth's main field are magnetic pertur­
bations due to a number of sources. The largest such perturbations 
are due to field aligned currents and localized ionospheric currents. 
The equatorial electrojet and the auroral electrojet are examples 
of such currenzs. Initial shuttle missions will probably have 
near eqAatorial prbits m-k-iSjttudies of the equatorial electrojet 
qui t, fea'sib' Lattr mai bs fMil have orbits of sufficiently 
high inclinatio-n- that r-e-y wi-lI intersect the -auroraI ov-a-I, ma-ki-ng 
s-tudies'of- -1-e--d-a-IA-gne d ,curren-ts.and-the.auroral electdjet­
Pos'!"ble as well'.
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Still another, although much smaller, perturbation of the
 
earth's field is the consequence of natural Ultra Low Frequency
 
(ULFY hydromagnetic waves. These waves originate far out in the
 
earth's magnetic field and propagate to the earth's surface. 'Some
 
of thesp waves have sufficie-tly short wavelengths, that they become
 
trapped in the low velocity channel created by the peak in electron
 
densizy of the ionospheric F layer. These waves propagate long
 
distances from their source, parallel to the earth's surface.
 
One imporzanz experiment which will almost certainly be
 
attemozed on sPace shuttle is the artificial- generation of ULF
 
waves. Because tne wavelength of 'ULF waves is long compared to
 
those, rraliy 2sed in radio communication they are able to penetrate
 
conductors to ucn gieater depth. This is particularly important
-.

in naval commurnica:'on with submarines which must place antennas
 
above the ocean's surface at the present time. In order to ascertain
 
the success of any attempts to generate ULF waves it will be
 
necessary :o.conznuously monit'or the nearby magnetic field.
 
The space shuttle vehicle as presentlyplanned will not be
 
magnetically clean. With such a large multipurpose vehicle it would
 
be impossible to reduce the spacecraft DC.or AC magnetic fields to a
 
sufficiently low level that magnetic measurements of the type
 
described above will not be possible on shuttle itself. Consequently,
 
such measurements will need to be- performed on small subsatellites.
 
We note, however, that such spacecraft fields may seriously interfere
 
with other experiments on space shuttle itself. It may in fact
 
be necessary to use a magnetic field on a subsatellite to map and
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monitor the shuttle magnetic field in order to properly interpret
 
the results of experiments.
 
The foregoing discussion enumerates the major reasons for
 
measuring magnetic fields on space shuttle. In abbreviated form,
 
the objectives of this experiment are therefore:
 
1. Make absolute measurements of the earth's vector magnetic
 
field.
 
2. Measure magnetic perturbations due to field aligned and
 
ionospheric currents.
 
3. Observe natural ULF waves propagating in the ionospheric
 
waveguice.
 
t. Mzni~z r artificial ULF waves generated by shuttle 
experiments.
 
5. -:nitor the DC and AC magnetic field of space shuttle
 
itself.
 
These objectives have been previously summarized by H. Liemohn,
 
September, 1975, in the AMPS experiment operational requirements
 
for the hydromagnetic wave sensor. This docurient suggests that these
 
objectives can be met by a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer on a
 
shuttle subsatellite. It is the purpose of this report to examine
 
the feasibility of using such an instrument. In the body of this
 
report we will examine the constraints imposed on the instrument
 
by these scientific objectives. We will summarize these constraints
 
as a series of instrument specifications. Then we examine the
 
operational principles and performance of modern fluxgates. Finally,
 
we suggest a possible fluxgate design which meets a number of the
 
requirements. We conclude with a discussion of further developments
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that must be carried out to fully achieve the stated objectives.
 
Feasibility of Using a Fluxqate Manetometer
 
The feasibility of using fluxgate magnetometers to meet
 
the stated objectives has been adequately demonstrated in situations
 
other than shuttle orbit. As we will show later, the difficulties
 
of low altitude satellite measurements such as these proposed for
 
shuttle are a consequence of rapid motion through the earth's
 
magneZic field and rapid temperature variations.
 
To demonszrate the capabilities of present fluxgate magneto­
meters we Dreserz a few examples. First, fluxgates can be designed
 
to onerate in hi:, fields. Acuna add Ness, 1975, have reported a
 
design capable of measuring the 10 gauss (106 gamma) field of
 
Jupiter on the space probe Pioneer 10. Andersen, 1974, has
 
reported the use of fluxgates to continuously monitor the earth's
 
surface magnetic field at automatic'magnetic observatories.
 
Rostoker ana Kisabeth 1973, have used similar automatic instruments
 
to monitor the nagnetic perturbations of the auroral electrojet.
 
This same equipment has been used to monitor ULF waves, Sampson
 
et al., 1971 and Olson and Rostoker, 1975. Similar measurements
 
have been made at lower magnetic latitudes by Lanzerotti, et al.,
 
1971.
 
Satellite observations of both the main field and ULF waves
 
have been described by several research groups. For example, the
 
synchronous spacecraft ATS 1 and ATS 6 frequently observe the entire
 
spectrum of ULF waves with fluxgate magnetometers, McPherron et al.,
 
1972, 1975. ULF waves have also been observedson eccentric space­
craft McPherron and Coleman, 1971 and Kivelson et al., 1975. At
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shuttle altitudes Armstrong an-d Zmuda, 1973, have measured magnetic
 
perturbations of field aligned currents.
 
A detailed examination of the various instruments presented 
in the body of this report shows that ho existing fluxgate magneto­
meter could presently meet all of the objectives outlined above. 
The reason is easy to understand. Accurate measurements of ULF 
waves require a resolution of at least 1I16 gamma while measurement 
of the earzh's main field requires a dynamic range of + 65,536y. 
In other words, the resolution of the measurement must be
 
i/ _ 4 32
 
217 22T
 
Or abouz on-e Par-: a million. For comparison, the limits of
 
modern analoa to digital converters are presently 1/2
 
Despite znis fact, it has been possible to construct flux­
gate magnetometers with a resolution of I/222. For example, the
 
UCLA fluxgate magnetometers oh OGO-5 and ATS-6 and also in the Air
 
Force Cambridge Magnetic Observatory Network, Sn-are and Benjamin,
 
1966; McPherron et al., 1975; Power, 1973, all have this capability.
 
The principle on which these operate is the offset field generator
 
Snaere and Spellman, 1967.
 
An offset field generator is simply a'stable source of current
 
which flows through a coil wound around a fluxgate magnetometer
 
sensor. Each time the basic magnetometer goes offscale a discrete
 
amount of current is addedor subtracted from this offset coil
 
bringing the magnetometer back to mid-range. The absolute accuracy
 
of the magnetometer is primarily due to the accuracy with which
 
this current can be measured and the constancy of the geometrical
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properties of the sensor relative to the offset coil.
 
The reason such instruments can simultaneously monitor 
hydromagnetic waves is that the basic magnetometer is scaled so 
that it is possible to digitize its entire dynamic range with the 
desired resolution using existing analog'to ,digital converters. 
Typical scalings are 1/16 gamma in + 64y"or 1/2"1. 
Measdrements of this resolution aie meaningful only'because
 
of the peculiar spectrum of the noise generated by constant current
 
sources. In general it is found that the noise spectrum of the
 
offset field produced by this current has a I/f frequency dependence.
 
This means that on a long time scale the offset current will drift
 
altering the reatzuz of the basic magnetometer. Thus, while the
 
measurements are crecise, they are not accurate. On short time
 
scale, however, :-e drifts of the offset current are smaller making
 
it Possible to measure the small fluctuations associated with ULF
 
waves of comparable time scale.
 
From the above discussion it would appear feasible to use
 
a fluxgate magnetometer to attain the objectives of the shuttle
 
experiment. Unfortunately, existing magnetometers could not do
 
this. The problem results from magnetometer and telemetry band­
width constraints. Motion through the earth's magnetic fi,eld
 
causes rapid changes in the measured field. For an inertially
 
stabilized spacecraft the rate of change of field is a-bout 100
 
gamma per second. For a spinning spacecraft with 1 second spin
 
period, the rate is '300,000 gamma/second. No existing fluxgate
 
magnetometer has a frequency bandwidth sufficiently broad that it
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could follow the steps of the offset field generator in this latter
 
case. As we will show in a final section of this report, we
 
believe it is possible to modify existing fluxgate magnetometer
 
designs in such a way that it would be possible to measure the
 
earth's main field with the desired resolution (= 1/2 20), on a
 
slowly spinning satellite.
 
T-e final problem which must be considered in deciding the
 
Teasibility of me fluxgate magnetometer is whether the instrument
 
can be niae sufTiciently accurate to measure the earth's main
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field for .roocellinc purposes. As we show in the body of this
 
report, he each field component is
z ecen absolute accuracy in 

of the s=T U-. In a 50O,000y field this is an accuracy of .06%.
 
----- azzjracy is a function of several factors. It depends
 
on ine ce cr of :ne spacecraft, the altitude of the spacecraft,
 
the ortho-c=l;:y of the sensors, and long term drifts in each
 
sensor. Frc :'-Ievious experience with total field measurements
 
on POG0 spacecraft, Cain and Langel, 1968, it appears that location
 
can probably be determined with sufficient accuracy. However,
 
with respect to spacecraft attitude it is unclear that this is the
 
case. At tne pole errors transverse to the main field are
 
approximately
 
6B = .60,000y-Ae(radians) 
for 6B < 30 we require Ae< .029 degrees or about 1.8 minutes 
of arc. 
Undoubtably, sophisticated star sensors can achieve this
 
accuracy after sufficient data analysis. However, it must be
 
recognized that these measurements must be performed at the location
 
of the magnetometer sensor. This must be at the end of a long
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boom which will vibrate and flex as the spacecraft changes attitude
 
and is illuminated, by the sun at different angles. To design
 
equipment capable of such measurements will clearly require
 
considerably engineering effort.
 
It must be noted that this degree of angular stability must
 
also be present in the flux 9ate sensor array as well. While this
 
seems to be possible using large Helmholz coils in temperature
 
controllei rooms on the earth's surface it is much more difficult
 
in satellite sensors. Current satellite sensors do not seem
 
adequate, although appropriate mechanical and thermal design may
 
make sufl sensors Possible.
 
,other Drolem is long term drifts in fluxgate sensors.
 
It has been found :ht drifts in fluxgate readings tend to be
 
proportional zo tenDerature and external field'and to change over
 
long intervals o' time, Primdahl and Darken, 1971. It appears that
 
this is also a problem of mechanical and thermal design. These
 
causes are probably a consequence of changes in the fluxgate core
 
with respect to surrounding coils.
 
In summary, it would appear possible to use the offset
 
field generator type oF fluxgate magnetometer tp meet the objectives
 
of the AMPS mission on the shuttle spacecraft. This design must
 
be modified electronically if the instrument'is to operate on a
 
spin stabilized spacecraft. To make absolute measurements of
 
the field, particular attention must be paid to appropriate mechanical
 
and thermal design of the fluxgate sensor array if it is to remain
 
accurate over long intervals of time and large temperature ranges.
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Considerable development is also required to determine the attitude
 
of the sensor array at the end of its boom.
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Sounding of Shuttle Wake and of Natural Ionospheric Irregularities
 
by Bistatic Doppler Tracking
 
Objectives:
 
The wake produced by an orbiting body moving through the ionosphere
 
contains important diagnostic signatures about the spacecraft environment.
 
This disturbance contains in fact information on the unperturbed medium
 
and also provides means of inv stigating the electrodynamic/aerodynamic
 
properties of bodies of various shapes moving at orbital velocities in
 
an unbounded magnetoplasma. Furthermore, the wake may constitute a potential
 
target for radar diagnostics.
 
Natural perturbations of the ionospheric electron densities are of
 
comparable relevance. They are: field-aligned columns of enhanced
 
ionization, traveling ionospheric disturbances, ionospheric turbulence,
 
etc.
 
Techniques:
 
Repetitive probing of the Shuttle wake in several directions and
 
up to distances where the medium is undisturbed will be carried out
 
between the Shuttle and a subsatellite. The two frequencies (harmoni­
cally related) must be phase coherent. Due to plasma dispersity, the
 
electron density distribution in the wake affects the phase velocity of
 
the two waves in a characteristic way. By inverting these phase changes
 
measured at any point of the sub'satellite's trajectory, local values
 
of the electron density along the propagation path through the wake
 
can be deduced.
 
Faraday rotation between the two link's terminals provides the
 
measurement of the total columnar electron content along the radio path.
 
The same link, with the subsatel,.lite connected to a longer tether or
 
free-flying can also be used to measure the natural ionospheric density
 
perturbations.
 
Requirements:
 
This experiment requires a dual-frequency UHF terminal onboard AMPS
 
(162 and 324 MHz could be a suitable pair) equipped with 0.1 watt trans­
mitters, phase-locked receivers, clock and Doppler processor. Similar
 
instrumentation is required on the tethered subsatellite. Ground­
based stations could be added to provide further data on the effect
 
of ionospheric perturbations on space-to-earth links within the
 
horizon of each site. Implementations of this instrumentation con­
cept have been worked out for different types of space-research (for
 
example, redshift experimentation and measurement of gravity field
 
anomalies). The required differential phase stability (I part in
 
1015 for 1 second integration time) iswithin the present state-of­
the-art. Weight of the equipment at each terminal (exclusive of
 
10 km tether) is a few kilograms; size is of the order of 1/100 cubic
 
meter. Power required from AIPS is about 100 watts.
 
Harold Liemohn
 
Mario Grossi
AMPS INSTURMENT FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
PART I 	 TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
I 	 TITLE Doppler-tracking Bistatic Sounder of STS/AMPS Wake DATE PREPARED 
2 	 OBJECTIVE 
To measure by the doppler tracking method the electron density distribution
 
in the STS/AMPS wake.
 
To measure the wake profile up to a distance of 10 Km, in the spherical
 
space aroundthe vehicle. 
3 	 DESCRIPTION (Outin. operaional modes briefly deac/rbo equipment Include sketch and/or block diagram. 
showing required Interfacos with other system. whenever possible, as an attachment to thls form.) 
A multifrequen'y doppler link able of measuring differential doppler and 
rotating (Faraday) doppler is esttblished between a tethered su.tellite (tethe 
length up to 10 Km) and AMPS. The link measures the columnar electron vontent 
at various distancc from STS , from which a full 3-dimensional model of the 
wake electroh density can be construI-,ld. 
Thn:system includes the following subsystems: 
Subsystem 1 - 10 Kil tether complete with reeling/unreeling mechanism,equiped 
with sensors to track the position of' the free end of the tether.
 
Subsystem 2 - Satellite connected at the free end of the tether, complete wit
 
multifrequency phase-coherent transponder and linear polarization antenna.
 
Subsystem 3 - AMPS-borne inverted transponder to function as master terminal
 
of the bistatic, multifrequency, phase-coherent sounding link, equiped with
 
linearly polarized antenna.
 
PART II 	 ENGINEERING INFORMATION 
1 	 WEIGHT, SIZE, AND LOCATION (Give estimated weght, ese and lonadon of completed experlimental hardware, including 
unique cabling, plumblng, and support itructure.) 
VOLUME (rn3 ) DIMENSIONS (mn EG 
LOCATION 
PRESS, MODULE, 
EQUIPMENT ITEM WEIGHT STORED OPERATION STORED OPERATION PALLET SUBSAT, ETC 
Subsystem 1 15' Kg 0.01 Pallet 
S,,bsytem 2 ,?O 0.015 Satellite 
SubYsto,. 3 10 0.005 Press. 
Etc 
TOTAL 4,;j 0.03 
2 	 POWER (Provide requirements to be supplied by S/C for each subsystem or component in Item 1 above If power consumption 
not constant, state requirements in enough detail so power profiles can be determined Indicate if there are any special 
requirements for power or voltage to be provided by the instrument 
TOTAL S/C POWER 	 ]-i 195T 
REQUIRED (W) Standby 	 Average 85 Maximum 
VOLTAGE/POWER REQUIRED BY SEPARATE ASSEMBLIES 
Voltage IV) Power (W) Power (W) Power (W) 
;,8 v DC Standby 10 W Average 75 W Maximum 150 W 
Subsystm #1 110 V. I00 Hz 2 5 25 
*S~dyAverage 	 Maziriuw 
te]ihte equiped istlrits own pr: mary power Ssem.To erSu.lsyste,,, # 2 f rtrl is: 	 ] 2.5 I0 
luhaysterti # 3 	 230 V. lI O0 Hz Standby , Average 5 Marn 
3 	 DATA MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS (State expected data and measurement characteristics in ormnAt specified below 
where applIible Include addiriinal or different Informetion as necessary ) 
BAND WIDTH 	 MEASMTS 
ACCURACY SAMPLINGSCIENCE OR HOUSEKEEPING TYPE OR FREQ PER UNIT 
PARAMETERS TO BE MEASURED (DIGITAL RANGE (LOW AMPLITUDE OR WORD TIME OR BIT ANALOG) TO HIGH. Hz) (0.g-05V) LENGTH ORNO, OF RATECHANNELS 
Subsystem 0 1 Name 
Parameter 1 tehn tn, nIo1 A DC to 10 	 7 1 10-
Hz 
Parametr 2 Rnrg n-1 tlir's A DC to 200 17 2 1 
end
 
Paramete, 3 Ao minth A DC to 100 	 20 1 1 
P ... metor 4 ,n A DC to 100 	 20 1 1 
qubsystem a 2 
La to ±t -1 
P,.ta, Teer ers,,1 A DC to 0. 12 1 10 
... )... tr ry Volt I./ A DC 	 (O 10 (,I 	 I rorit 
arana.', 1 t ra-InC- A D0 to 10 	 0 -
Ltrl nt Lor_ 
'ar.......r 4 AGC/Ty. oul. A DC to 10 0 20' 
power 
Sn 'sys1 te #1 
Parameter 1 AGC A -DC to 10 	 3 10 
Pra.m.et., Tx output A DC to ] 	 8 3 10 -2 
powe r 
Pareae, I D! fe rential D 24 3 1 
Doppler 
Pr....... a,t tin f7 D - 2} 3 1 
4. 	 SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION REQUIREMENTS (Outline spacecraft attitude control requlromenti, pointing 
accuracy and statllIty tolarencea below) 
A Spacecraft pointing accuracy (pitch, roll. yaw) 0.5 
B Allowableopacecraftrate(pitch rolyawi Limitations imposed to maximum S/C angular excu sion 
and rate by the mechanical solution that nill be adopted to connect tethe 
C d Idare to STS. 
Stallzedat7orm outputs needed to perform deployment/retrieval of 
D therd satelliU?. * it 
paromotdr$ require or t Oclive lstrum nt operation (e pls 
Orbital data required tb xelate Make to S orbital position. 
E I,,tr.rn.., ...... of tetherd satellite will take aboutPr P"-I"eployment/retrieval 
instr.
two houts forechdir '~on 0 ttwil] be nrobed. Whle deployed 
n 	iweek-F 	 Standby Srrae fperiodgttoof4L me. uveall time l ztil ion soo 	 ime. 
Standby neriod will be 701o of overall time in 1 week-zortie. 
S. 	 CONTROL REQUIREMENTS (DescrlIbe those needed by function) 
Tether deployment/retrie-val requires establishing a control loop that
 
starts from such observables a.,wire tension and satellite position and
 
controls the tether's configuration to optimize measurements' output and
 
minimizes risk to STS.
 
6 	 DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS 
Visual display of six AGC channels and six Phase-lock indications is
 
required.
 
7 	 INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION (If nalsable) 
COST 	 SCHEDULE 
INSTRUMENT PRELIM DESIGN 	 ]00 K 6 Months 
INSTRUMENT FINAL DESIGN,
 
FABRICATION AND TESTING M II Year
 
8 	 REMARKS (Additionl comments on EMI. thermal and Contamination requirements
 
and other support systems etc I
 
The instrunicnttion used in the Doppler tracking Experiment MA-089 of the
 
f'or the design of the instrumentation
ASTP Mission could be the basis 

roqIred by this proposod wake sjounding.
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AMPS EX PER IMENT OPERATIONAL REQUIREE' [S (EOR) 
1 LE .
 
Meteo . September 1975
 
Meteor Gun I C1ARC-6 -Y
 
Harold B. Liernohn 
2. OBJECTIVE To determine atmospheric properties in the stratosphere using metal pellets 
fired by a gun on the AM.PS Spacelab pallet.
 
Atniospheric reentry physics for small (10 gm) pellets moving at satellite speeds (6-8 ki/sec)
 
indicates that they become luminous (brighter than 10th magnitude) over several kilometers 
of trajectory at altitudes of 20-50 km. Actual brightness depends on such properties as 
pellet material, trajectory illumination, reentry speed, atmospheric density, and atospher.c 
temperature.
 
The principal objective is the study of atmospheric properties in the stratosphere which are 
not conveniently monitored by aircraft, balloons, or rockets. Repetitive firing of pellets 
are expected to provide useful data about spatial and tenooral variations of temperature and 
density (and pressure). The duration of the ionization trail is probably too short to 
determine wind patterns from radar echoes, but the possibility remains to be analyzed. 
Exotic pellet materials have not been explored yet, but they offer potential for long-lived

luminosity and/or measurement of atmospheric constituent ratios through selective chemical
 
interactions.
 
The fundamental physics of reentry bodies might be extended by control exDeriments. Much of 
tie theory for natural meteor burnup (at 80-100 km altitudes) is based on empirical formulas 
%hat have been fitted to experimental data A variety of pellet shapes could be tested for 
their burn rates. Different materials might be used in a layered soherical pellet to asce.rtai I 
ablation rates Finally spin stabilized and tumbling prope,ties my be differentiated by
suitable launch services (such as rifled or unrifled barrels).
 
INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED: (Use IFRO title) 
Meteor Gun 

AMPS IFRD 3 

Ground or aircraft based optical 

sensors, such as rich-field tele-

scopes with fast photographic 

emulsions or telephoto meteor
 
cameras coupled to electronic 

,image intensifiers. 

L Ground based radar 

INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONS 
Firing a variety of pellet shapes, 

sizes, and weights over a range of 

velocities (0.5-2 km/sec at muzzle) 

and directions (gimballed gun plat-

form). The gun should be of recoille: 

design to avoid disturbing the
 
attitude of Spacelab and the pro-

pellent should be noncontaminating
 
(special explosives, compressed inert
 
qas, expandinc shell casinos, or oos-
sibly electromagnetic). 
To record the optical brightness of 

the artificial meteor trail which may 

be very dim and short-lived, 

CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS' 
' 
Reloading mechanism and round 
counter 
Fi 
ring readiness andtriggerng
Muzzle velocity through photocells ; 
Z 
Gimbal platform orientation a S 
_ 
_ 
Communication link to Spacelab crew 
to confirm location of anticipated 
meteor burn. 
8 
3 
5 g a 
030 
To measure the position and distortior Communication link to Spacelab
of the ionization trail if it is crew and optical sensor crews. 
sufficiently long lived.
 
ORBITAL CONDITIONS TARGET CONDITIONS. CREWACTIVITIES: 
(Time of year, day, n-ght, altitude, (Describe location---tat., long,-­
inclination, vehicle attitude, etc ) size, altitude, etc 
Initially the spacecraft orbit Obviously weather conditions over Crew is responsible for properly

must allow pellet ejection over the ground observing locations must pointing the gun and firing a no
 
telescope systems in the Southwestein be clear, sequence of pellets during
 
United States, including the adjacert traversal of target area.
 
ocean. Complete burnup of pellet Since telescope pointing cannot be
 
material in the stratosphere is altered rapidly, it will be Communications with ground
 
reasonably assured, but initial necessary to prepdint the gun and observatories are important

ejections should be over unpopulatec fire with timing accuracy of 0.1 throughout the flyover. 
areas for safety and to reduce second. On the other hand, optical 
­
background skylight, fields of view may vary considerabl Orientation of gun and fire ;I
 
Eventually an array of mobile groun depending on distance to meteor control sVould not require more _
 
cameras would be deployed to study trajectory and angular field of than ten minutes (provided the 0
 
the stratosphere at several lens, so that injection criteria entire vehicle does not need a
 
latitudes and longitudes. Pointing are unresolved at present. rotation) of attention from one V-­
crewman.
of the gun must be known accurately a 
to sDecify the precise location for 
the meteor light trail. Exact 
" ' 
specifications remain to bea 
calculated but are probably on the ci 
order of 0.1'. 3 E 
Location of the Spacelab at the 
times of ejecti6n are also essential- -. a 
probably to within a few kilometers. 
Za 
5. REMARKS" 
List other constraints that might be useful in scheduling, 
support systems sizing, etc 
This is a new concept. Only theoretical analysis of reentry physics has been 
developed. 
Various firing mechanisms need to be explored before a prototype gun isdeveloped.
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AMPS INSTURMENT FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
PART I 	 TECHNICAL INFORMATION 1-1. B. Liemohn 
1. TITLE Meteor Gun 	 DATE PREPARED 
2. OBJECTIVE 
To-determine atmospheric properties in the altitude range 20-50 km by
 
eje(tion of metal pellcs from Spacelab.
 
DESCRIPTION (oudlin operadonal mode, briefly descrlbe equipment. include sketch end/or block diagram$,
 
showing requirel Iflrfavfe wiM other system., whenever posIsibl, as an .t.hmt to tis form.)
 
A recoiless repetitive firing mechanLsm that produces muzzle velocities 
of 0.5-2 km/sec for 10 gm pellets needs to be developed. Firing energy 
may be achieved by compressed gas, expanding shell casings, or selected 
explosives that do not contaminate the spacecraft environment. Atmospheri 
reentry at satellite speeds allows the pellet to be luminous (brighter than 
10th magnitude) over several kilometers of trajectory at altitudes of 
20-50 km, Brightness depends on atmospherLc density and temperature 
as well as pellet material. 
PART II 	 ENGINEERING INFORMATION 
1. 	 WEIGHT, SIZE. AND LOCATION (GIve eadintet we4gt, lse end location of completed experimnental hardware, inludIng 
unique cabling, plumbing, and upport .tuuetre.) 
EQUIPMENT ITEM WEIGHT 
VOLUME m 3 ) 
STORED OPERATION 
DIMENSIONS (m) 
STOID' OPERATION I 
LOCATION 
EQ PRESS, MODULE,PALLET SUBSAT, ETC 
SuIliIt*CtT1 I 
Sgee.' 2 40kg 0, 611 I -rxl I <0. 5 m Spacelab pallet 
TOTAL 	 or less or le 3s 
to be supplied by-S/C to, each subsystem or component In Item I above If power consumption2 	 POWER (Provide requirement 
not constant state recuirements in enough detail so ppver profiles can be determlined Indicate If there are any special 
requirement. for power or voltage to be provided by the Instrument 
TOTAL S/C POWER 	 - 00 W 
REQUIRED (WI 	 Standby 1 0 Watts Average Maxlmum 
VOLTAGE/POWER REQUIRED BY SEPARATE ASSEMBLIES 
Voltage (V) Powr (W) Power (W) Power (W 
Standby Avrsge Maximum 
Subsystem #1 Depends on
 
Standby Average Maximum
 
Subsystm #2 fir nir
 
Standby Avealge Maximum
 
Subsystem #3 mechanism
 
3 DATA MEASUREMENT REQUIREMAENTS 1State expected data and measurement charicteritics In format specified below 
where applicable Include additional or different information a.necessary I 
SCIENCE OR HOUSEKEEPING TYPE BAND WIDTHFRE ACCURACY PERMASMUNITTS SAMPLING .OR 
(DIGITAL RANGE (LOW AMPLITUDE OR WORD TIME OR BIT PARAMETERS TO BE MEASURED ANALOG) TO HIGH, Hz (ig., 0-5 V) LENGTH ORCHANNELSNO OF RATE 
Subsystem * I Namre 
Prarmeter Loading Me !hansr DATA 
Rd FR EQUIRE ENTS 
Pa tr, F ring Readness U KNOW 
Pa.,onoor3 Fire,Contro 	 AT THIS IME 
Parsmeter4 Round Court er 
!,uihystem # 2 
Pe..... ee 1I1-hoto;lec tri( Cell 11 
Parameter2 Photoelectri( Cell //
 
Parameter3 Muzzle Velo ity Rec rder
 
Parametor4 Firing Time Record
 
Subsystem #I
 
Parameter1 Vl'imbal Platlrnl Orienitation 
Parameter 2 
pa'.i. star I
 
Par crueler 4
 
4 	 SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION REQUIREMENTS (Outline spacecraft attitude control requrements, pointing 
accuracy and stability tolerances below) 
A Spacecraftpointingaccurecy (pitch, roll,yaw) ro be determined by ground telescope 
field of view - probably 0. l' 
B 	 Allowable spacecraft rate (pitch, roll,yaw) Unknown 
C S/Catttudeknowledgeraq Specified by pellet velocity ve'ctor. 
* 	 Orbital parameters required for effective instrument operation (explain) Location to within few 
kilometers* Instrument operation period 
Few minutes over ground observation zone
 
F 	 Standby period
 
Most of orbit
 
6. 	 CONTROL REOUIREMENTS (Oatcrlbe those needed by function) 
Orientation of gimbal platform 
Loading and firing 
Giouind olfiorvm i , (onditiong 
S 	 DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS 
Pellet v(elo( Iily and firing tine (o ground observatories 
7. 	 INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION (11 anllable) 
COST 	 HEDOULE 
INSTRUMENT PRELIM DESIGN 	 Unknown 
INSTRUMENT FINAL DESIGN.
 
FABRICATION AND TESTING Unknown
 
S. 	 REMARKS (Additional comments on EMI, thermal end Contamination requlfements
 
and oth.r upport syetems, etc )
 
This is a new (on( ( pt. Only theoretical analysis ol reentry physics ha­
been developed. VarltoLiS firing inechanistms need to be explored before 
a prototyp(: gun js prepared previoLs rocket experiments have used high 
velot ity and allowed recoi. 
PA -PDO1-l-75(OT) 
NASA-MSFC
 
